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· The p.teaent · ~tut;{y _was performe~ · to. det~~nii~e- . ~hetner o~ n~t . . ~ ,, . . ; 
' . 
. eva:hsation .• apprehension .{Rose.nberg, .1965; 1969) could. account ·. ·. . , . 
', , ' ('' : ' l ' ' ', ol' I • • 0 , ,' ' ' • I /1 
• .. 
fot both sh~rt - _and :lopg · te~m va_lue change& ac'co~p~nied. by related 
. ~ . II! .• . ' . '• , 
attitude and behavfou~ayhange~ ' .~revi-ousl_y ~ost ~·esearch ~-e-late~ .~ -· 
to .value change as mea~~red.....by the Rok~·ac'h . Value ·survey h·n~ beef?. · . 
explained · Ln ~erms of self-disaatiefaction. Roke~ch has argued 
' ' . . . . . .. 
' . . 
that it ' ia very un.like~y that any other ~heory could accoun·t ·for .. P 
. . . .· . . ' ( 
• • • I 
the _changes he ~as demonstrated·.. Eac~ subject in the present 
. . • ·, .. -~ \ ~ ' . ' 
study receive( a written ~onmiuniqU~ which ~nclu_d~d one of thr'ee ,·1 · , , 
.,. .. . .. 
• . ' ., ·. • • ' ... · • • • • .. • ' $ ' • • 
evaluative .messages . ('High, ·None, or llOw) and each· of .these ·mes.sages ,.: 
... . 'oJ 
. . . . , ·• I . . • ' 
'('89 combine~ wit~ orie of three directi~nal cueing mea sag~--~ : ·. 
. ~ .... . .
·(up_ward, None:!, 01; Down~ard) ~or ~ the ' target value .! World· of . . . 
~ Beauty. The. re~ulta.nt expe~imental design·· was a .3 x· .3 f'actorial. 
. . . 
. Subjects rank orde;ed the · values in the Roke'ach Value Surv,y . . 
' • •• • .. ... '. . . J 6. 
. (1967) direcrtly after :the experimen~al ma~ipulation and ag~i~ : ; ' 
... • 0. • • • • 
. · Q. ' • . . j . . . . r ·. . . . • . ·. ' . • 
·.six weeks : lat;er. ·.· As hypot.hesized the. High· Evaluation· Apprehension/ 
. . ' .. ~ 
'Upwar~ Cued condition . .r'at;lked . tlt~ · target .· value sfgnificantly 
• • • ' • "' • I 
above the Low Ev~~uation. A~p~~hension/Upward Cued c;ondition· _-
,· .' and the ,effect was p'r~~~mt 'six weeks ·later.· Se~ondly.,..i-['~as . 
. ' ' • • I I • ' • 
. . 
found t~at -in the High EvaluQtion Apprehension condition ~he · 
. ·. I . . . . - . . . . . · . . . 
ppward ·Cued . subjects · ranked the target value . . signi~icaf-itly 
. ' . . 
' . 
higher th~n b_oth the N~n 
there wa·a no signif:tcant 
~ . . . . .· . . 
in. the Low ' Evaluation , Appreh'ens~~n : co.ndition_. ·.This pattern also 
. ·- ' . persisted over 'tim~. In the -Ko Evaluacion Apprehension .condition · 
' ' I . 
I , . ~ . 
.,. the Upw~rd Cued !3libjects ranked the: target, ~alu~ higher · than 
.. .. 
. '~ .. 
· .~ 
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bo_th 'the·· Non ~ued. and·.'Do~war~ · Cued subje'c'ts b~t . this differe~ce 
, ., ' 
,, · 
. . ~ ' 
• ' ' . • • • • • p. ~ : : • • • • •• ,. 1 • 
~ . ' · • • , , ' . . ' • ' • '' . G ' ' 
was not long· t,nn. .. Be_havioural :'chang~ measured _ ~t~t;~e. ~s.ix we.ek . 
' I ' .• ·.. o • ~- t ! i' o o I " • } o I : ' ' I • • o o ,' •.. o l 
point . wa~· only. ~~pa~ent fo'r rthe ·lti.gh Bv~iuation''Apprehens.ion/. ·. · -. 
.. • t • ., ' ', I ' ' ' ' 1 '\ ~· ' • ' I o ' ' t o ., • 
Upwatd . Cu.ed - s~bjec.ts~ · : At~itude··-~rige was · aiso. gx:eater fot th¢ 
... High . Evalu~~i:~ . ~P.~r~h·~~~~o~;u~~~- c;~d /su~j e~ts ~l!an f:r :· tow •. · 
• • • • . " • . ' _- I• • " " ' ~ '. D •. ' - , • ' • 
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• f : · 
. 
'• 
. . . ! . . ' . • . . . . . . . . 
,were' :f.nt~r'preted. as ·support f()r .the c'~ntehtion th~~·· evalu'atiQI\ , ' I ~ ' ~ o ' o o 
;, ', I 
I 
'!' 
. . . .,, ~ - ,· ~": . , ·' .- .. , .. .. .. ~···: ·. ·· , ' . . . . . :..-· . 
apprehensj_on Cat\ 8CC!OUrit -for bo~h. short a~d long . ten.n ,value change . .. 
· : 
. . 
' , ' ,• • ' ' I , "' 
. .... , . 
' • • ' .• • ~ • • • • • I . • • ; . ' ' . .. •• ' . ,. •• ... • . : . ' • :~~ .• : • .. ~ ·.; . : · •• . :' I < I' • • 
-·.··.·· and it~ .~on~equent·. behaviour · and attitude._ chanae. :· Self~diasatisfactio~ 
. ' . . ' "' . ~ . ' . . . ' . .. 
('>. ••• ') 
: i . 
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theoey is .. analyzed ·within ' thl! tontext· of the ·pr'esEmt results.· 
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· Table 1 
. • ' •., 
Mean tanking. of· the. . . value· A ·world of 'Beauty .. Test 
d.Sess ion n 1 : •· ..•. ' ......... ~ .••..••...•...••. ~ .; .. -: ...• ·-•..• 39. : 
' 
'ra;i; --; -~~1:;~1;· .of .variance ot' ·t~; ~~~king o£ -i.· w~;id-~£ ___ ,, __ ( ____ " 
Beauty' Test Seas~.on Ill ~ ............... · .. · ...... ::-. .• ~8 
Tabl~ 3 
Table 4 




Mean ranking_ of' the val~e A. World· o·{. BeautY. Test 
Seas1on ·112 •• ~ .·:. ~ - •• • •••••••••••.•.•..••• ~ •.•• -:. •••••••.••• 
·Mean seores for _the_· rank::lng ._ of A . World c:)f Beauty .. 
.by" subjects pf!rtioipat~ng - in both tt!sting ses~ions ••• 
' o ,_ I • Q ' , ' I = o o , l' ' 
~ean scores . for C:he responses .t;o· the attit de ' ihdex . 
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Figure 1 · Test Session 01: Mean ,Rankings of A Worid ~ B~auty 
-------··--· - .. ·-· --- -- -- ~.,. -~-as a function of type of ~aluation Apprehertsion 
a , . ~ . 
Message · .••••••• •rl' ..... .. ...... • ••••••••••• • ••• ~ •••••••• 
4~ . . . 
0 
Figure 2,. -T-es't Session ' 112·:.. M~an· Rankings of A World of Beauty 
'as a function .of ty~e of.· Evaluation Apprehension 
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. Figure 3 · 'Change in tralue . Ra\lkings over a Six We'ek Pel'iod 
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. . . 
In the late sixt'ies Rokeach began ~research on human values 
. ... ··.~ 
and ~heir ~elationship to. attitudes and ~eiiefs. · -He stiggest~d ~~f -·:.· .:-
-. . . . .· " . . . . . ' :~· .. -· 
I ! I ' 
values would be a much more productive target for research than 
' . 
· ~ttit~des (Rokeach, 1968a) because they are fewer i6 number, ' :. 
~ easi~~to deal with, and have the potentiai of effecti~g la~ge 
. ~ . . 
I c l ' /j 
. changes in behaviour fr~m _relatively small changes iq the value 
. ' . 
system • . 1In addition to these factors. ·values were also thought-:·fo-
• I • ' • ' • ' • ' ~ o • • 
be a c~ntral unit in the individual's behavioural pattern •. 
· ~~each ( 1 ~~Sa) . s~ated th;~ ~ ~ conse~~ence .. of st-~dt~~; 
' • • • ' I , • 
. . 
attitudes . to the virtual ~xclusion of values. was an · ov~remphasis 
on persua.sion while ed'uc~tion . and re-educ~ti~n were in ,large 
part neglected: .. 
........ 
We emphasized, for example~ the . persuasi.ve ef_fects 
qf group. pres.sure, P.restige, order of communication,·. 
· .. role playing, and forced - compliance on a~titudes. 
But we negle.cted ~the more difficult study of, say,., 
the more enduring effects of socialization, educational' 
i~novati9n," psychbtherapy and cultural change-on . 
values (p • . 15).. · 
~ ~ . , n . 
:rt is ·Rokeach's contention that attitudes, values.- and 
. . ,, . . 
beliefs · are· all ~~te7lated, _with b~liefs be·i~g the b.asic unit · 
of concern. ~eli:efs . ·ar_e fundamental units rithi1_1 _t .he personality 
' . 
of an individual, they are the material from which a .- person ' 
establishes values and forms attitudes. From beliefs a beU,ef . · 
. . 
system is develop'ed which is a psychological ·oJ:dering of all 
By. definition no beliefs can exi~t outside ·tois 
system. Beliefs are described as:. 
_ :._...---- ..... . ---~- - ' -·- --. 
••• any simple propoai_t;ion~ cons'cious or . 
unconscious,. inferred from what :a person says · 
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p. 113). 
Although· the content of peliefs vary; - that 'is a belief can 
. ' ' f prescribe, they all predispose a~ individual describe, evaluate, br 
' ' I ~ 
to action and all have ~ognitive as well as affective .c.ompqnents. 
I • 
They are thought to vary'on a di~ension of centrality ~lth the 
• , r • • , , 
more central beliefs , being the stronger. The· strengt~ of the 
I . • 
. 
central beliefs is thought to.be the result of a phenomenon 
• '• • > I ' o o " ' ' ' 
·Rokeach:.callB: ~'connectedness" (Rokeach, 1968b, .P• 5), ·That is, 
- ·- , . 
..:. ,,/" I . 
i. 
.......... ' 
. .., ... 




t ,be gr~ater the · number of connections or communicat'io~·s a · beli~~- ~ "'. '-· ~2·· ·'· 
' . . . . ' . ' 
has . with other belie! a the more1 'likely it is to be centr~l and · 
. . , . . . .. 
. . t~erefore impo.rtant. A co~s·equence ~f ~eing .highly connected ·is 
' ·, 
,. . . 
·_that. ""the belief will be ··resistant : to change. . If induced to "'· •-- ..,_ ... 
, . , ~ . I 
~ t ~ • • t ' 




within,Rokea~b's fram~wor~· attitudes .are a .~ubsystem of 
J • • -
• ' • 0 • 
beliefs. Attitudes are fo~ula~ed ' from a group .o~ beliefs. and 
. ' ' ·_ . .. . :.. , 
as a result are a set of inter,.:-elated pred1,..spo,..$fUons focused · 1' •-ol-r 1' ..... --. .. ..._. ... ,. c--... 
.. .. . ' 
- - --:: ... .. , f - . .. . ' . 
of ~-th~. b~~1,.;~;..~ abb~t. a,.,ject 
fact while others may concern 
.., 
on objects or situa~ions. Some 
. . 
·. or situation concern mat-ters of 
.. ' 
" Thus an attitude, being a group of beliefs~ · matters of evaluation. 
r . 
can consist of interconnected ass~rtions ·to the effect that certain 
J ' 
• . .• • . I 
ttlings' about .a specific· object or ·-snuation ar.e true or 'lilse and 
.. . . . . . . . ' . . . . . - : ' . ··:~, ' ,, .. · 
. ··.certain other things about it are desirable or undesirable. 
• • • ' • ' _o ' - • 
. I 
Give~ that .an· attitude . i~ · an organization of several beliefs 
o .' 1 J 
. ' 
" - ' . 
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f - • • • ' , • 
Wheth~r· or not these predispositions are translated 
- -~. ~ 
into actions depend~rgely on the situa.don 'within ·which a 
' . .. . . ' ' ~ . 
givEn attitude object is encou~tered. I . • 
. ~· ~ . 
"' 
~ 
. Rokeach consid~rs ·.values to be a type of bel_ief, one .· 
' ... - ~ . 
~hat is. centra~ly _ located' within a belief syste~. They are -thought 
of, as modes of conduct' and desirable ' goalS . ~r · en·d-s£ates of 
. ~ . . . . 
existence. Thus, to assert that an individual "has a value" 
.. 
is·to say that he has an enduring belief in a specific mode of 
• • • 0 ~ • ')' 
conduct or end-state of existence and that this bel'ief is 
' 0 • ' 
• p~rsonally and socially preferable to . other modes of conduct or 
I t : o, I t 
''!I 
end-states of e~istence.-9~. lt ;is assumed (Rokeaeh, 1968a,' 1968b} 
" n '- I . . 
that once· a value is intetbalized it _becomes, conseiously pr ·' 
·. 
. 
unconsciously, · ·a stand&rd or criterion·. for ·_ g~iding action_, for 
.:deve~op~ng and . ma:i~t~ining atti~(\es toward relevant objects 
and situations~ for ju~t:ifying ·.one is own and others' actions and 
. . ...... . .. ~ . ~ , 
attitude~·. for morally judging self .and others. and · for generally 
comparing oneself with others. Finally,,a value is thought to-be 
. ' '-- -. . 
a standard employ~d to . influe~ce. the values t 
) 
' c;>£ ot;hers., particularly· childr·~n. · . 
J . • • · --:.· ·..;.:: 
' -. . 
att:itud_es It ·and actions 
.· •• values diff~r fro~ attitudes' in -several" 
importa'ltt respe~ts: wb:H'e.: ~n attitude rep_resents. 
several beliefs focus'ed o~/ a specific object ·or 
sftu~tion, a value is -:~ aing)..e belief \lhich · -
transcendentally guides actions and judgments 
across -specific objects and situati·ons and - ·. -
beyond immediate goals to' ~re l;ll~imate end- .... 
· state~ of. exi~.tence.. Moret-~r, a value~ unlike · 
an attitude,· is an . imperat e to action • . not . 
only a bel_ief about the pr feiable but· also · · , 
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Finally. a value, :unlike an attitude, is a _ 
standa~ or yardstick to guide actions,. _attitudes, . 
-
'comparisons, evaluations : and justifications bf 
self-~and -others (Rokeach, 1968a, p •. 16). 
A distinction is ~de by ..Rokea~h b~~weef} ~{{~~ as modes of 
. ' I' 
. . ~-';?.~ . 
'conduct and 'values as end...:s.t'ates of , existenc~\.{~~e. first :is termed-
• •o'o.'k'\ r-:---; .. 
~n instrumental vatue and· th~ second a terminal value. An 
. , 
instrumental value has been defined as a single belief which always 
ass~me·s th~. follow!~ foP~H . · . ,- . 
. I believe that· such-and-such a mode -of condu~t 
'(e.g.-~ honesty, courage) is personally and socially 
· pref~r~bie in a~l situations with -respect tci all -
objects (Rokeach, 1968a, p. 17). 
' • ~ • /J I 
A ten:ninal val~e~ on the ·.other .band, t.ak~s· the fo~! 
'· ' 
' . 
I believe. that such-and-such an end-state of 
exis.tence (e.g.;· salvation, a · wo'rld at peace) 
· ·is personally and . socialiy .worth ·stri'?ing ·for 
(Rokeach, 1968a·, p. 17). , · I • • 
- A value system, ·accor~ing ·to Rokeach, signifies nothing 
. I 
1 
more than a-hi~rarchic~;~.l arrange~ent of values_, a rank~ot~e}iin~ . 
• }1 . • • 
of values 
. , . ' . . 
along. a continuum_ of importanc.e. Given the distinct.io~ 
.. 
between instrumental and 'terminal values t;~o sep~rate value· · · : 
- • I ' • ' . ., 
' - . . 
systems are possible~-instrumental and terminal~~each with a rank-
• • 1 • 
' • • • J •• • 
·s 
ordered .'structure, and.··each connected 'With attitudes· ·toward · §pecific · 
. .· }. - . . . . . . 
above the fUttctlons servad by each va~ue alone 'as. a separflte .. 
' . 
standard,.· the function··of a pe~son's value sy~t.em is to' help him .: 
' . 
choose. b~tweEm alternativ~s and t 'o ·re,so~ve conflicts · between 
. ·' \, .. .' . 
. ·a1ternati'(eB in everyday . life~ · "naat. ~s, an individua~' s uvalue . . · 
·. ·I : - ... 
·a;:stem may be s~id to represent a learned organization of· niles . 
for· making· choices and for resolving conflicts.· 
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The disti.nction between 'attitudes and values suggests' ·that . 
. . . ~ . 
an adult possesses a very large num~er of attit.udes toward any 
' . . 
.. 
. specific objec~-o~ situation, but onty.a fewdo.zen instr~mental 
. 0 . . 
. values and· probably even few~r terminal values. -ThiB numerical 
' . 
' I , 
difference indicates the presence of a hierarchically ·~onnected 
' . . . . . . . 
. system of a~titudes- and values~ ."It 'is th~s ~upposed that the :_ 
- -'-.· .... ·- thousands of a'ttitudes' -~itbin a person'~ totb belfM.-~y~te~- are.,. . 
.. I , :"' ' ! ..;- _. . • . . . . 
.. . . . ~ •'. . . ,, . . 
all in ' the service ·of, arid co'gnitively connected·.wit.h an even 
. . II ., •• .. , . , , . ' " . 
fewer. number of terminal values, ·Given thes~' aupposttions : it '· 
' ' * ' ' 1 " ., ~.' ; • • , I ' ' ' ' • ' 
. . 
can be inferred that · the value-attitude .system is more or less · ... 
internally consistent and will define b.ehaviour. · ~\.'ch~nge in . . 
... ,· ' (/ ' . 
, · ~ny part · of the 'system ~ill .therefore aff~ct ·other ,co~nected p~rts 
. . ' ' ~ ·-...... 
. . 
. and l.ead 'to_ oehav~oural .cha~~e :, . , . , I 
lll:>keach (1968a} argues for·' a ::nuiztber of separate orga~iz_ing 
~ : . ' ' " . 
processes within•the value,.jattitude 'system: several · beliefs 
. ) . ' ' .. 
' , . . . . . . ' . . . .:. "~-..:.-1 - .J • •• . . 
may ~e org~nized together to form a single. a~~itu~e · fo~used: · 
. A~ a SP.~ci~~c o~je~t· nr s~tuation, t~o .. or m_or·~~~~it~d~·s · ~Y _b~ .. • ( 
combined to"' fom1 a mQre ·~ompreiu!n·stve ·atti~de .. syst~m. · and ·two } · 
I .·, · •. · ',' · •·• ' l"~ I . . . _, . ,. • • . . . •' , 
or more values -may be arranged ·such ·that: 'they fo~.eitbe~. an 
.· 




An .in~ividual' s vaiue-atttt~de system afso h~s · t];i~~e · o.th~r . · : ·: 
• ' • • ... ' • • .,.. j • •• 
types of cogn.itiC?ns. or lW~ief~.'- wh~~h a~~ contin~ously. t'ed ip.to 
. . , ' . . .. . ·. _ ............ ·\ ·· .-. . . . . · .. ' . . . 
i_t · and prpVide ·the_ -·mate~"iai f~growth· _ a~d ·change. · These · cognitions· 
. . .' ' -~· . ; . ' . , . . _, ' . 
a're ~he. cognit~o'61· an i~d:i.vid~al · may· have . ~b~ut ~ ,his own . t>ebavio~r ~ · ·.. , . , 
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t~e ~ehavio~rJ . of physic:fi. objects. 'RecEmtly ·· Rok~ach (l91l." . 
·~ .. 218) has added . cognitions about_ .setf as ~ s~patate 'subsystem 
.( . ' . . ' ' 
: an·d the previ,ou~ set of cognitionsll" about attitudes; values • . . 
. . . 
motives,. and. b7havf:ou~ . of sign~f~cant others has b,e, 'fu~ther· . 
' . . ' . 
sub.divided into three· separate · a~b'systems." !tnY of · th~~e t~n 
cognit;ions ~y be experienc~d by a per~on as be.ing E!ither consisten.t 
' . . ~· . . 
or ·inconsist'ent . to varying degrees 'With one another 'or with 'one 
I ) ' jl 
. ' . ' ,• . '~ . . . ' . . 
or more.of the attitudes or'values -within his value-at~itude ' system. 
·In a~dition to d~seri.blng the . orga~izatio_n elf ·the value-
• 6 " • • • • • • • .. .~ • • 
attitude sytem Rok~a~h's ' (1968b) theory · also'des~tibes how th~ 
. ' . . _. . . . . . 
· value-::-attit'ude .syt~ . u~~ergoes c~nge . ~1t,...iri the . ~con~·ines o't_· a 
. . . . . . . ' 
• • • 1 
cognitive. consistency __ modeh . Tlie ~~el · assumes that every person ' 
- . ~ . . ' . . 
. ~ . . . } " . ' 
has a need to maintain consistency, or at uinimum 'the ~llusion ~f 
. . . ' . 
consistency, ·between ··e.n. the 'elements . within his ' value:-attitude 
• ' ~ • • ' (J • • • • • .. ... • : ' 
s~s.tem. · ~f 'da.~~o ·.day :~;a,lity- a~d ~~erie~ce :c_~_ntin~aliy 'br~ng 
vari~us elements of the system into· ~ dtssonant:: rel~t,ion with .· 
i ... • . ' ' . • • . 
one · ~nother the. ind±vid~ai may be' confronted l!lith the reallzation ·. 
. . . . ~ .· . .. - .. . . 
.that . two belf.efs about an· -~tti~ude -objec-t are .c;ontr_adictory • 
. H~ may be fac~d with a contradiction be~w~en .a .term_inal and an 
instrume:ntal valu,e ~ or ~e ma'y . be . confronted wi~ a contradic.tion 
. .. 
between a value and ap attitude (Rokeach, '1968-.69) •· Given · · · · 
' • . . ' 
. any one of. thes~ situatloris the individUal is motiyated . to . . . :. 
. . ' . ' ' . . 
act ·so as to reduce or remove . th~ conflict. .. . In order to accomplish 
' '• ~ 
. . 
this an alteration ~n-the · structure of. the .value-attitude syst~ 
' \ . . . 
~ . . . 
' . ~ . 
~s nE!_c_(!ssary. ,. -
,,. 
"'· I' • • Giv~n· the central. role values (especially. terminai . .-values) · :. 
• ,' . >,.,. • ' • ' • ! I • ' ' • • ' ' ; . .. • • ' ' ' t ' ' • 
• , . ' 
. ~ . .. 
"( .• ., 
'• 
. . : .. 
. ' , .. · .. 
' . . 
: . ' ~ . ·~ '-
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• 0 ' 
; ' 
. ' 
: 1. • . ·. 
: . 
are tho.ught to ~lay -~ithin ~he value-attitude system th~ most 
• • t " r ' ,. : \ • 
-~nduring and far reaching changes _within a person' 8 value-:-attit~de 
, . . ·. . ·. , • I 
system should theo·retically .be brought about ·by bringing one or ·. 
. ' v ' ' . ' . ' . , • . 
more of ·the terminal values into a :!liesonant relationship with the 
. . / . ' 
other ·elements in · the ·aystein (Rokeach·, 1968-69). These di_s~cinant 
relationship_s sho.uld give rise to mot~vationa~ forces leading to 
1 
change ' i~ valties and attitudes such that they would beeome more · 
psychologically consiatent • 
·. More recently Rokeach (197~) has stated that·. a, contradiction 
must implicate self-cognitions to. be considered ~f psychologi~al 
' . importance. That is, b~fore pn inconsistency cB:n be. expect·ed to 
induce change it must . involve the subsystem · co~taining . th'e cognitions 
. ' . . . . . '·. ' . . . 
. an indi~dual has· about himself. Certain contradictions $re more 
' ' 
likely to implicate self-concaptions than ·others- and as a result 
I. t • ' ' 
- .. 
.. 





·-has proposed that to the extent ·a conttadiction .' implicates · self- ... 
• f ' • • t', : 
co~l.t~ons it will . be experiEmced as a s~at~ ~f _·self-di~sa_tiBfaction; 
• 0 ' ' • 
be the basic motivation behind ~ognit.ive and behavioural change 
. ' .. 
rt:ither than cognitive co~t.radictions per ~· · Rokeach (1973) · 
has stated tbat: 
<.o , : I • ' 
. . 
. • •• · if . a ,va~ue and an \atfitude are contradictory, · 
. . · the · si.tu&:tio.~ will lead t-o s~lf-dissatisfaction . 
, · · . only ·,to 'the extent that the contradiction impl~cates 
·· self-conceptions · (p; 229.).~ · · · 
< ' ,. I ' I ' ' ' 
To the ·aegree .a conflie·~ - ge'nerates self-dissatisfac;:tion. it 
. \ ' . . - . ~ . 
• · · _ ·~ • ·' • ~ • • • • • t • • • 
motivate·. ~he ind_iv)dual· to elimin!l~e the: c_c;>nt~adictio~. · -
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Rokeach · (l968a, 1971) has suggested that t .here are three 
' . . , 
.. 
\' possibl~ methods ~f creating inconsistency wit~i~ an iqdividual-<~ 
. •· ' . . . 
cognitive 'structure. The first is to~ induce an individual to 
.. 
., . 
: engage in .. ~ :behaviour whi~h is. inc~nsistent w-ith his attitude~;~ 
I < 
.. . \ ' 
· or values, the second is to eXpose a person 'to ne~ . informatlon 
\ t - j < • • 'I I 
· · ~lread,Y de~oted in ,hi~ value-attitud'e~yste~, .and ~.h~ thir~, 
. ·the ' one used by .Rokeach, _is to expose the person to information \ . . . . . 
. . . 
·. abo!Jt inconsistencies already prt!sent in ·his . value--attitude I 
system. Making an ·individual aware 0~, his inconsisten~ies . and 
I 
' I . ,' 
their implications,· prov-ided ·that they bear on his a·elf-conceptions, 
should ' p~oduce t~e ne~~ssa~y mp~iv~t~on f~·r attlt.ude-value chang~( 
•. 
- " Rokeach has dem<>nstrated in a 'series of· studies (~keach, ·' . , . 
.• 
~968a, 1971, 1973; Rokeach & McLellan, .. 1912) that his .eitperimental 
.. ; ,_ 
f manipulation can .. generate change in val~es as well as. ·behaviourt 
. . ... . . . . . . . . 
• r ), • ' 
and that' .. the induced ch~nge is re~atively enduring. .That is t 
~ !: • '" 
the object_ive feedback- of information. about ~ inilividual 1s :values·. 
. .. . ... 
and at'fit~4es ~kes the subject cons.ci~usly , aware ·of certain 
• • ' ' • • flo o"' 
. 
contradictio~~ existing'~ithin his own' value-attitude system 
. ' . ,, . . 
and motivate's change'. . .· 
~. 
. . 
The basic experimental paradigm ~mployed by Rokeach is as 
follo~s: .. a premeasure .~f the exi~ting 'Value system of an iil.dividual ' 
l • 
' ' I ' · 
' . or· a given . s·et. "of. individuals is first obtained using the Value 
·:· . . . ' 
. . . 
'• Survey · dev~loped by Ro~ea:ch (Rokeach. 1967)", the .value hierarchy 
. . ~ . . . 
of a cODiparis~n grou~ iff then' ~t~sented', the . disc~e~~ncies '~~·~~ted -.. 
• · wY , · • • ,. , . • • 
.o~t, and. a possible. inte~pretati~n of . ~he· d~~rep~n~ies · ID8de. : · . 
. . . \ . . . . " . 
Th~ su~tiects are then ·asked to .~eview ~hei~ ow value · z;ankings Q 
• ' ' I t I ' 
•J 
. ~ ... . 
' ' 
.· 
~---T: ., .. o 
.. ' ·  -: '• 
.·. 
. · .
. . · 
f ' • . ~ • 
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. · ' ; ~ : . l . . . ' . ~ . . . 0 ' • ' . , .. ,. 
- . ' 
. ' ·'' 
and to respond' to specific. ·ques.ti~n~ -about· their behaviour related · 
' t < , . .. . ... . . • •. . . . . . 
to the nature of_ the prev:i.ou~iy d-escribed di~crepancies. ~ese 
ques,tions. are 'designed ' to lirb.~se" additional ~l!~d-issatisfaction· : 
by magnifying any ~ontradictions ·between -the subjects' self-. 
conceptions and - their val~es and attit:udes. These _questions, 
• • f li • \ 
are followed by a -presentation of a· table containing-answers to 
• ,. • r • ' • ' ' ' ":. 
the questions . given by .·anoth&r . ~r~~P of ind:i.v~duals and the 
. ) . . . . ; ·. . . ' . 
pattern of the answers -interpreted. · SubjectQ are again requestfd 
to ·· r~view t~eir o~7 answers . and ~-o -~nd~~tle ~hether ~r . not th_e~· ·· 
·are satisfied with them. The post~ests; r~-.rankings ~n the 
Value Survey · as well as va.ri~us ~t~itudin~l and be~avioural 
. .,, 
10 . ' 4 
..... 
measures, f~llow thi·s procedu~e at various time interVals. . 
·.· . :~ 'IJ!,e t~ree studies ~,;;.mining the \>a~~~~ of Pret.~oi. and Equality T 
. ' 
reported by Rokeach (1971) illustrate his procedure. 
• I • ,. ... I I 
The studies 
. ' 
all . have . th~ same baai·c ··aesign although the. first ex)leriment ~f. . 
. ... . . . . . ·. . . 
·· this.· sequence was performed when the Value Survey had only twelve 
. . . . . ·. I . . 
t ·e·rminal' values. The subjects were initially -~sked to rank order . 
. . ' . . - .. ·''· .. 
the terminal-va~ues and ~tat.e in w.~iti.ng · their feel:ingr;· about 
. civil rights .de~onstrJtions. They were then shown two tables; th~ .. 
..· 
, first be~ng explained a~ the com~osit~ r~nk Qrdering of1 values· · 
., .. 
··, 
, . •. 
· . . 
'~ . '




, .....c. • • • • • . 
· ·-obtained from Michigan ·state Ui\ivers~ty students. Their attention .· 
# 
. . . 
, -~ • I ' 
was drawn to the r'anki~gs .given Freedom and Equality and :·~-~J~· .·;1-
'data were interpret.Qd as· follows:· 
* , :. 
'Michigan State University·, s~udents, _in .. ge~eral, 
·are much more interested in thei~ freedom· 
than · they . are in the freedom for -:other people 
(Rokeach, . ~971, _P•. 45!+) •. · · ..... 
' • ' '· 
. . . . ~ . ~ .· . 
~·· -· 
I • ' ' ,\ 
.. 
.. · .. 
••• o , .• 
. . .. . . ·. ·• ,.\~ 
.. : . ' . ... 
• • '. >e 
1 • ·, . • ' . . :·.~~. , 
;' :~.>·. :; ;: ·'·>-~ :: '~ .... \. ,:'·:·::.:: .. ;~~ :._::;_·:·.:·i.',: -~--: )·:, . :: :(.,::::·:~ .. :~;~.· ;'." :~:-:..::.:~.·.:> : ;:,. · ..· : ,:; _  ./:.<'·;.f:\:~~  
I . 
I ... . . · . . .' . 
~ . . . 
. ..... · 
• ' . 
,, .. 
' .. ' · • r. ,. • 
' ~· ' .. ,. · .. ·~ · . .-. . 
.-, ' 
' .,- I', 
., 
. ( . ' 
.. , ;-
: · ~ 
' ·. 
. -· 




\ ~ " ' 
" .' 
.· 
. '· 'This message was' assumed to .be one that would ~rou~e.' feel':i.~gs . 
. ,' . . 
. · ~ 
of self-diss.atisfaction. · Next the . subjects 'were ~~kea,- to_ compare 
their ~wn rank~ngs ~ ~f t;he eighteen· values ·wit~ tho~~ · obta'i~ed ··4 · 
o\ ' ' • I 
•• 
Fol-lowing this, an~ ·to · further. ~ ' ' from che Michigan State students. 
increase- t_heir . feelings of self-dis"satisfaction;. subjects were 
"~\ ~ . ' 
asked. to. stat: the .extent o·£·· .the~r. s~pathy ·for the c~v:i~ right~: · · 
demonstra~ors. Th~ee q~es.ti~ns were used .to acco.mpiieh tpis . : .~ 
. . . . I 
in a civil rights demonstration"~ and ".c) '"No". Their attend.on 
. . .I . . • . . b ' '· . 
was , then .immediately drawn to a -Second table and , the 'e:JfPerim~ntef .,. 
' ' ' Q 0 o ) ' ' '• ~ ' • o' I I r ~ ~ 
made the. foU_qwJ.!lg~ statement:· ·f· · " 
. ~ ... - --· - · ·- ... - - - . ·: · .. --- ..... _ 
J • • • • ' • ' • • • • • ' -. 
This raises . the question as to . whether those ··who 
are against civil ):igtits are really saying' 'that ·they .. 
c~re a great deal· about their~ freedom ~ut-a~e \ . 
indiffer~nt to other 'pe'opl~'li freedom. ·Those· who · .· 
·are for civil .rights , are perhaps really sayins ,.they 
· not only want freedom· for· ·themselves, · but' fot other 
· peop'ie ' to·o (Rokeach, 1971, p: 454). · : ~ · · • 
· ' 
.... 
The subjects. we·~e a~ip a_sked t'o c?mpare their o~ . ~ank~~~ 
' • • ' , • ' ', • ' I 
of ~reedo~ ~nd . Equality 'with t~ose preaentei in '~Tab~e · .. zn a~d ... ··. 
• • J ' • • • 
. state their d~gree of a~~isfaction :with :~h~ . ~ankinP .. ~hey · gave 
for each of. the' ~ightee~ values. . . -This concluded t .he s~ssion • . . 
. 
' l • 
• ". I 
• I 
. ... 
. . · .. • 
. . . . . . ~ 
,, 
'• ·. 
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In subsequent ~oliow;..up · testa ~£. th~ · val~~ ·r~nking~ .it ~as ·, · · ·~··;.;~:: 
foun~, · Wit~~~ ~ Bt~t~~~ically reli~bl~. marQ'in, that the SUbjects '- I. , .· .. ·,, . ·.:· . . :.·~·;'~t 
J • • ' • ' • • - .~- ' :_ : ~ .. ~xposed to thte proc.edure i~~r~ased · their .ranl4ng'· of . Equali~Y :._ ·: :_-;:g1 
atid Freecioai much more than. con~rol.subj~C~O not expo~ed to ~be:. . . . . , .. >/'j)j 
manipul~tion· • . . ~is· . eff~ct .'·~~~~·~ted over - ·~ fai'rly. long _'int~~al·;· ':· . .. .. · .. ·: . ... · ~ .. >.~.JJ~ 
• • • ' • • • ·- ' • • • • • • • • • • • • ' ' • ' • ' • ' • l• • •• " • • • .. . . : • '; • • : : • • :;~ 
tests were administered at \Tarious times ·up until about seventeen -. · . ·.·, · .· : .\ . ,'; ,~'+.; 
, , , • , ' I . , . ' - , • · ' . ' ' .. ~\ ,; :~ >. .. ; .. ·, - . ~: .. ·.··~\f{~ 
' . / , . ' . ~ . . .. . ·. . • ·.·•. •. ' ; :. ' ,. >;:,.; . ~::;~; . ·)·,:~, ,}:~ !¢:';~)';~~;:.~§i~,i~i~i:~ 
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months after ·the initial test. ~e .behavioural measure employed·.. . . .. -
• • • . • l' ~ . • 
.. 
.. . .~,_ · .
.; 
was ~e s~bje~ts' response .to a ~~to~;n i.r~rrt th~. ~ational-~ .. , " ' . " 
~sociatlop for ~ Advancement of :Colored .. Peopi·~ .(NAACP): A -~~ ' · : · 
~·' ·. ·!. 't'~ 
. : , ..~ 
.'.' I 
"' '~:; :·: • • 0 . .. • . • """~ 
statistically reliable difference was: found ·. between . the experim~tal . '. 
. . " . . . . . 
· · a~d · ~ont.~o·l· subject~ with' ~he }~~e~im~nta~ 'group ~ei~~ m~r~ t"ik~ly ·. 
. (7 " "' 
:to respond by eJther joining .the . NAACP or soliciting ·more information. · 
. '· . ' . . . . ·' '· . .. . . ·. '· . 
It_·  should be noted that :f,n absolute ·terms the ··response was quite · 
R~ • • • o 0 0 0 
small: 19% ·.of "the t~tal .aroup ' res.ponded· w.it_h 26% respondtng fur _. '. 
• • • , • • < 
''J·. ; 'th~ experimental group· and li%. responding for the cqnt~rol. None-
. ~ . ' 
thetea·s .... the differen~e was -'significant. 
• , I . " ·: ' 
. \: · 
, . ,\... 
Rokeach 'and Mc;Lellan · (i972) ;assumed that long .term cognitive .: 
.. . . . . - . . . ,. .. · .. : . . :. . . . . . . .... :, ·. ·· - . : . . . .... . 
and beh~viour~l chimge could be . induced without· . the· subj.ct.,being · 
• • I' • • : ' • } • • • • - ., • • • ' • • • I.. • • '.: 
.afforded" the chance "of .pre~ete:~ining his own valu~ ·ayst,em ·L 'e., ~ .. 
:) • - 1'1 , ' 
by complet~ng the Value. ,Survey but being 'denied the previous 
~. - · • ~( • • : l ~' .,. : • • ' -; ~: • ' • ' 
. chancci-·~f -objectively ··~omparing · his ~~wn va.lue .system· with .the one 
~ ' ' • • • ' ' : • - • • I : ' • ' 
\ • I' • • ,#. ::- • ' \ ~ • ' • 
being described and Analy~ed~ 'This. ~ould constitute a ·valuable .· 
. ' ' . . . . . . . ' ' 
• • • • • I " ' 
methodologi~al itilp~ov.eine~t · ~~d demo~st~at~ : that;_ seif-di~satisfaction. 
. . . ... _.. . ' 
, • f I 
~ouid be- aroused -.bY.- inf.Q_rmation about ' other people'.s c·pntradictio~s 
... . .. . . ' -:---::- -R--...__:._ __ _.:.__--v-· . - '" . "t.-,. ' • • I 
. alot,te~ ~kea~li ~d _Mc~la~ _(197:2.) ·ax:gued that . tno~t p~opi~~e a _ 
. - . · , . . .. ... . . . 
subje~tive awareness of. their ' value-attitude· system and . are· able . ' " 
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r • .'',:'.' :.:~ 
to compare ~he info~~io~ ~~ou~ ~th~·ra · ~th wha~ .. t~~~ ,~ub~~C7tively . .' · ··· . ·· .. '·.? . :.::_~,'.·~.~.: 
. :'knoW aboUt/ th~mselve8, to \~eC~11l.e consciously , aWat"e of .their, own .. ' · 
.·. . .. g ·., ... · . ·- . ... (7' • ' •• ,t ... . ... -l'J C:on~r~dlctiotis and co.nsequentl~ ~ex-P·e~ience self~dissatisf.action, ·.p ·· · · ·' : _:::~,: ... 
· aepart.:-:::::":t~::c:i::: ::::1: =·~:).;::i::;:d ~:n::?~ " .. · : • ~:: ,;";\~~ 
·' ba~:fc: . paradigm~ I~ · th~ · s~~ond ·part. the . s,ub,iects ·.d;td not· tai:e , th~· ·.: .· · · ... · · · . . '' ·~ 
• • • • • • ' • ~ • • ' t 
• (> 
. .. . 
<'· 
: .· ' 
. l . . 
. , ;. . 
. . '· 
---.-· ·-
·. (\ .. 
r;~;?_ ~-· .· •-_' ···~ . _·. ·_ ... .. ·_:_-··: • ,; ::_ -~---._ : :~ . (\ ~:· ._-.· ~- : -.. ·;~;·.t.~ Y:?~· ?~<·;~:;;< :--~~,:~·-; : :;;:!t'~~~m;;:~1{5 
~·-::. : • .. . . · 1 -- . . . - ' · :. • . -- ~ ,' ·,. · . · ' ;. 13 ·:.· --.- .,., .·, -~ ~ -·~~ ~~· ·~ o I .. ~ ,- ~~ ._ • ! · ·~ · ! o , , } I o v . ·. ,: ·.~.-· ·· ··.~ 'o ' /1 . ~ ~ ·, ~ ~:·,l :,~~~.:.;~liil 
. ~ ~ ··,'/ •"' . . ·.i ' ·- , I ;: ::: -·. I . ~ · . .., -~. ""· '· . .... ... 0 ~ · ... :·,··\t~ "\7~li 
,,. ... , ·• ' .' ~'S~· 'f ·., · · . ·. r . . •. •J • •• • • ' ·~ • ' ~ • : ••• ' • , · • , :? ,-: · . . · ·: ~., -~: :-_._..,.~~·:~~:r,(~'" 
..,~_ initial pre_~~~·s but the re.iilder· ."o£ - t~e man~p~l~~;io~. ·-.w~th· : ~hJ! ·. ~ - . -_. _·:_. :_. :_. ~;; {:Nfj 
, ... . .. . , . ' ' .: · . ,· -~ . . . · . . · •·· . v ~ ... . · . __ ... :. : ~ - : · • ·": c.. .. 1 ..:' • .. ; · '··:~~ 
excep'tion of the 'OIIlission of the requests -to compare: value · . :<- . ·.!,:: ·:· ';;':·: ···:.iv. 
0 
• O • I 1 • o : , 0 "' o 'I • h , \1\ 0 .. \ 
1 
0 I, .,.~ 0 • i 0 : O \ :~~·~, 
ranldngs. was ~he~~- -~ _-th~ .- ~~stt~stst'Rok~acb .amt . McLel~an'· foUJ~ : .... :. =-:-~- ~·~-<~ 
- • . • • .- . • . ' . ~ ~ . . . . , • ' , - , ' - • ', • , "': . ~ ~ •. ' "' • ' ~ • • • ;r ·. ' : ~ ·:~ 
. that this alternative metliod did produce both·: loiig' term" cognitive . · ·: ~ ~ ; , · ·. · - ~ '';):~~ 
· · "· · and· ~eb~viou~al·. · ~h~ng~~ · It .. :~~~ . ~ls~· - ·toun~ that :hese-··t~~ · ~ffe~en~· -: · ·•· - ~- ·: · :· -;;~?] 
. • ~ . • • ' . . ' ' . . ·~ •• ,: (Jt .· 
methoQ8 ~findueing chan~e did ~o~ P~odUCe otatioti~ly: diff-~rent • · . . · • .,.· .. ':;.j.{ 
~ · r~Utto. · ~- c~n~.l~~tim dr~.;,. .bv .~ry~ , ~d 1fc~h~n· ~? ~~) . ' ~ . : ·. ; ... • , ~ : :;? 
wa:s that · the modified manipulation·was just as effective·as the· . ·- · · .. ···. ·.J 
• O~~~inai· m~t~~d- ~~ .· ~·fe~~fng. ~aoiu~ ~la.ng~~ · .. • ... :.-'· I .: ,. : ~ · .... ··_· .. ~.: . :. ' · .. ;:.:,·,·. !,, .. :.: ·:. ~ >:;}g 
• ' • • • • • • • • • • • .J ' •• , ... , . 
·~·_:J;h~~-~g~o~t ;~~~ch's -~~~~~~~-~ . :it --~~s .be~~ -~ ~i~· ~ori~~~io~-~ .~ _':_ >>:." · .>~: :·~,-~·:~~:.(:~ 
... . ·· . y· , •. . ... ·- ·-f : - ·- ,' .. , .. -· - .'ti~ ~ha~ - ya~iie -~~a~ge r:e~~~-~·~/1'~-- ~~ ~~nc;o~i~t:e::~;; ~;,~it~a~ · t~d~:idu~i ;~. _.:~:' : ~: ·:: .. ·:~>-_}f.~~ 
; ._ .. ~ogrtitive frmp~work .be:lng llllid~ s3:l~ent · to him; ·:· ~us; -~he. ·meJ.".e · ·. "·. -- ·._ ··. , ·: ; _ ·., .::''\~:~;~ 
• : • • • • • 0 ~· • , . ' . • ' ·_ ' . • ; • • • ; 0 ~. . '. ~ •• - · • : ' ~ ~ ~ • ~~.. • •• -~ ' ~ ' • " ' .... ·<· '-~ .. . :1• -~~~~~ 
· • . ~onsciou!' awa~eness :of·· th~ ~in~onsistency . cteat:ea .. -the _necess,ary · : ; ·· · .. · _'<: .. :H;· 
• •' ... -. .· . , , · .. ,. ~ .. '· ··. , (1 ·· - ·· .. ,._ Cl - '•'. ' .l :. · ·. : .;~'!}:~ 
mOtivation ' to ·reduce the discrepancy·. ,. aotc:each . (1973, . p. ·: 232,. . . .. : ... - .. • > :;: .:\,y 
' P• .314) ~8 noted t~t oerta~ &lte<,;ati:e ~~.~~do~o ~y ' , > ~;--~ -r~-n 
_.able . t~ account . ~or p~rt of · ~~s·_ .res~~ts, :,·part~cu~l~ s~,~~i-- ~~.:---~--~-..---~- .· . . :·~ · ~ · - ~-~ 
.. . ... 
. 
I .. , 
- . :. . . 
. .. 
.. 
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:· .0965. 1969) .ooncep't af. evaiua~·~o·n. apprehension. · Rokeach r.~raues, -.' ~ . •· . ,,, . 
> 
0 
I """ " ' • • 1 • ' D t l. I 
0 0 
, , ... ~ ';,;\~ :., 
' • • • • • •• : • ' • • 
1
, • • -~ • • .. ~ : ... ~· ~'\,\ , : '· • ·: ... .. • • • • • . ,.: f •• • ...., • ' • ' • " .' • ; : :t~/1 
however, · 'that none · o_f ~hese ~heo_teti~~l · ~or!Q.truc_ts __ can···~coutu: _ ·. ·' ,: _. .. /-':_··.3~ 
fo~ the .· lo~~ 'te~ -~hang~s h~ ~a- ~~n~~~~t~d :~nd ·~·th~~e~~~;·· are -- · -' : : :;.:~-.-~:).';:; 
. . . . ; ~ · ... _ _o r ' • • ~ . ..f. (: ... : · ~- _· . . ..... ' ·~··:J ~- ~ ' - ·-~. . ·, o. :. ..... _ ~ · · . ' ~ -~.'-:- ~::-~;~~ 
·not c()1Rpelling alternatives · to aelf .. dbsat:isfaction. . Although - , · · -· .· ·· · . · ~ · ::I}J ~k~ac~-,'s ~~~~~~ · -~llai~~t-: i:~~e. ~Ji~~~ti~~·a ·. ~p;Qa~~ - ~~~~i~~~~,/· ~-: · · · -.·. · .· -~~-.. <0J 
. . '• . '.P. - '• .. ·· -~ : ·_· : :~ ·- ·· ·.: ._:_· . . -- -~ .: . . - • .,.:·: • ' . : :~ . :·>·-?t~ 
. at first . glance. ·it ' seems: posiiibl4! : 't~t· one of tJte~e a_ltern_A~~ve: . . ~- ...... > ·. ::.0 ' : :.-_:';;(;~~ 
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notions, . oamely-~ -.evalua~ion ·apprehension_. ~~ al?~~~t' ·for .t.~e/ .'. - :_ · ·, : ·. ·. '_ ·,,:-.>:·. i~\t;~ 
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results·with equa~ acuity and parsimony. 
. . t~ 
. ., " R~Qkcnch has .. Posited this poait_ion regarding ~hcoretical· 
· ·· .. r·-~I·~· - - -= · - -"t : -~ ..... ~ . · . . . . " . 
· · alt-er~t!veswithout any direct experimental teat and haa relied · .. · 
I~ .o=-,- • • ' • 
• 0 ' ' 
eolely·on th~· fact thnt in the past these theories have no~ been 
1 • • • • • • • • 
convinping J..n -:dcmonst;~dng lons ,term effects. t~us, . although · . · 
• t}• ' • ~ ' • 
• - ......I •• • \ ' ' • ., • • 
·., · : 'the existence of. these :theo'ties has · J>een acknowledged .. they have . 
I ' • ' · .. "': ' ., ,: ~ • • • o '• '~ • 
".- •. , . .• be~n· rcjec;ted out bi hand· • . , To date) w'i.th the ·~xception of one " , 
• 0 • : • - • \ 0 ~ "' ~ 
t r.= 
.. ' 
• . ,. . . . li.J .... . .• 
study by Cftmpbell . and Ham\aq· (1974) · which will be discussed 'furtfi\lr, 
,·· .. • ---~ ~ I - - I I . t •• • • " · 
-;; :-. ·,~ 
.. 
' ~·· . . ::t 
0 ~ .... 




. •• 'b !.. _below, no attempt has 6een madt: to directly manipulate valu~s .. , . 
r < 
·~ . 
. ' ' 
•o 
' . 
! o ... "" I ~ \ • ~ - ~ \ J : .. 
~.using- the proc~dute :·· dictated by the' str~ct'ure· of one of these ' 
,, • 'o • :..;, ~ . D 
0 ' 0 • 
o alternhti~o thcoret~cnl explanations. · Although Kelly, SilVerman, 
, • ..,., ,_,_T- ·. . . . ... • . , 
• b 
and Cochrane· (! 912).- ~nvestigat~<l the . to"le of social. desirability 1: ··. - .· . _ ;_~ . ... " ' · . . _.  
(Crowne· &,,Marlowe., 1964} in rankings on, the Value Survey, -they 
"' . " • _, ~ . . • ' , · .. ., -· • • 0 1 • . •  
e ~ . 
"did not llttempt to determine whe~her or ·not social desirability 
• • • ~ • \ • ::> • (J 
could provide an acceptable alternative to self-dissatisfaction 
' . ' ) . : . ' 
as an.'cXJ>lanation _for. inczyced ~alue c'hang~. . . The pr~aent paper 1 · 
then,- is cop~rncd spetifi~ally with Rosenberg's concept of 
. 
•· 
. ~al~ation app~enensio~·aa one possible alter~at~~e ex~lanation 
. . \) ·,r -
fo~ ·the obse-rved vilu~')change, both' short and· lon·g term, ~bt.ained . 
'by _ROkeach ~nf his . co_llengues' : , .. __.-., , F , 
1l _. Considerable rese.arc~· (Diggor,y, ~ 966 ~ Janis, 1954, 1955; · 
' ~ " • • (l • ' ; 
:.o ·· ; Jan1i .s & Field, ·'1959; Sears~ 1967} bas ' in~_icat.~d that ·.avoidanc~ 
. ., 
of social disappr<?val is.1'a motivating facto_r .in a· grea~ . deal: 
0 
. . 
\ f .. \i 
of ~~man behaviour •. • A premise ·underlying much_'. of. the· .re~ear<t,h , . 
,.... • <I ., 
on persuasibiiity: is that peopl~ fea~ s~cial disapproval a~~ s~ek· 
" This m~Y. b.e tempered . to a certai'~ 
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.._, f I ~ 
degree by personality variables· but basically it is univ~rsal. 
tr.> ~ - ,.,..,. " 
• 
Sears (1967) has demoruitrated that induced . spcial anxiety increases ." · 
: . . ' . . . . ~ ' .., 
an individttai's desire to avoid criticism. Th~s, if a subject 
.·. 
expect~ to meet with criticism concerning a particular attitude 
. . . 
be holds he will probably ·. cbange that attitude to one less ·likely 
, . ;-. ... _.- . . ' . . "' 
. .. . • I 
to b,ring about · the ~-isapproval. _Approachitig the same problem . 
l • ......... 
from a different ref,erence polnt, Smith and Richards {1967) have 
0 ' ' • f • • 
·aemopstrated that people tend to conform under conditions of 
•group pressu~e and it is their contention· that the conform~ng 
' behaviour is a defence against stro~g- anxiety~ These two stu~ies 
p 
taken to~ether suggest that conforming in ~he face' of social 
disapproval) is . . thllt. it ~intains d.e~irable in anxiety at an 
acceptabl~ level. I. 
• 0: '.,: I I 
Evaldptive situations·also tend ~o generate ~nxiety not 
because of •\the mere fact that evaluation is taking 'place but rather 
- . . / 
because ~f the possibili~y ff r~cefving · a negative e~aluation. 
~ · , . 
4 • __, • 
Being negatively evaluated carries with .it many· undesirable 
. . . 
consequence's: a uiaj or concern being ·social· dl$approval andf or ·"'r . . 
rejection. ·.'fl:lus 'a situation where there is a high possibilitY" of 
<I ft. \ . . ) . . 
evalu~t~o~. ca~.r~sqpl.ly . do~s :lici~ evaluat~o~ app~ehen~on 
coupled with a desire. on .the part of the individual to try and 
appear in th~ best possible light under these cir~umstances in order \ . :r' .. . 
that he not meet with disapproval. Correspondingly, evaluati~n 
. . 
appr~hepsion , as de~crib~d by Rosenbe~g (1965) is a · particular 
./ ' . . .· . . . . . . 
response set ·on .the part ·of .the individu~l. That is, it is an 
~ 1 " 0 ' l 
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.. 1. •. ·.:. 
Rosenberg . (1965) has stated that paycho.logical elt}leriments 
. ' . I . 
tend to · be ambiguous situations for subJe:cts ·~nd ·as ·~ons~quence 
. ~. : ·~ .. 
,f 
. '.16 ' 
they u~ually . try to define·· fpr themselves 'the nature of the 'experiment 
(i.e. its purpose) w~ich i~ turn affects their behaviour, The 
~ . . . 
·. resu~t ot,_. this hypothesizing on the part of the subj ec.t is .. th.a~ 
certain stereotyp.ed behaviours app~r .. ··Rosenberg (l965) has 
: .... ", 
noted .that in .si.tlar ' experimental conditions subjects: 
. " ' .~. are enough alike in their perceptua~ reactions· 
to the situation so that there will be considerable 
similarity in the hyPotheses at . which· they 
separ~tely arrive (p. 29). 
··'' 
That is to say. iri spite . of the fact ~hat subjects arrive at their · 
() 
hypotheses from ~omple~eiy separate perep~ctive~ .they have a 
s~rong tendency to reach · vi'rtually the ~ame hypoth~ses. ·· ROsenberg_ 
I 
_ g~es on to me~tion that this similarity in the deriv~d hypotheses· 
' • \ r 
can systematicaily influence ~esponding and . ~orrespondingly falsely 
confirm the experimenter's predi~tions.· 
It has also be~n pointed out that e~aluat~on appre~ension 
.. . 
can act as a very ~erious contaminant in many types of· rese~rcb 
. . 
· (Rosenb~rg, !965). Rdse~berg ' suggests that subjects have preconceived : 
. . . (\ ( 
. r • ' . ~ . \" .tt ' 
notions about psy~hologists' · ahility to evaluate their mental 
capacitites and abilities and that these no.tions weigh heavily 
. . . . . 
when they participate in ·an experiment • . :'subjects usually decide 
. I -· ' -
. .. 
very ear~y, on the basis of available cqes, ·whether or . not they· 
' . ..:. ~ ' 
are being evaluated. Rose.nberg (1965) .states: 
- '/ 
Whenever it~ confirmed, or to · the extent 
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. ' ,• · "'~,' ·• • · ~ ' I 
I -.. 
·that it is_, the typical subje_ct will be likely : 
' to experience evaluation ·apprehension; _tha.t i.s, 
a~ ~ct_ive, anxiecy-tone_a coo~ett:t that he wtn 1 
positive evalu~tion from. the experimepter; ol' at 
least that he provide no grounds for a negaii.ve 
one (p. 29). · ' · 
' . 
The difficul~y·arises w~en ev~luation apprehension does not vary.· 
I " . . . 
-equally amon~ all the conditio~s of an exp~riment~ That is, 
when differences arise be~ween groupe.creating varying degrees 
A • ' • • ' ' ' • ' ~ 
of evaluation appr~hension '(confirmation for the subject ·that ·. 
• <l • ' • • • 
.., · .I 
evaluation is taking place) • 
t 
A~tention to the. evaluative aspects · 
of an expe~iment is also inc~eased' when the ~ubject believes -that 
the measures will Bive , some kind of indf~ation of maturity or 
normal~ty. -. 
. . . 
In a series ct£ s _tudies Rosenberg (1969) has demonstrated 
. ' . / 
that evaluation apprehension ca~ and does· affect preference 
'. 
in an experimental setting. The basic manip.ulati.ort . was des_igned _·: 
· to ·firs~ increase the sub~ect's _ evaluation' apprehension. This 
was accomplished ih , mos~ conditions by suggesting,' in vario~s 
. . ' 
_:ways, that information ~ould b~ provided . ~~ the experimenter 
as to tne subject's pers~nality, his "inte~ligence leyel, or 
'his mentai sta~e. among ot~er, alternatives. Then a rather oovious 
"directional cue" vas _provided.· It . was usually· stated that bt 
. ' . - .. ,_, 
. . 
another study it was ~ound ' that ~ubjects ~ehaved in~ p~rticular 
manher. 'That is, ·some h-ints were giv'e~. about . hOw "normal"· people . 
~ . . . . 
react. To. increase ·fhe eredibility of the· commun~e~tion for · · 
' . 0 
t he subjects it was then stressed that this previous resear ch 
' . ' ' . . . . . 
had not been done in e~ctly 'this -~nner, or ·_alternatively with 
( 
this set of conditions; and this p~rt of the · ~es~rcb was just_ 
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a preliminary data· gathering se~sipn to · e'stab1.isb "norms or 
standards" for the present group. 
. .r·, . .'J;'hus, the mimipulatiot;l ·consisted. ., 
. ( \ 
of confirming the SU;bject-t1J belief th~t ' exp~riments are' .in some 
. . . , ' 
way evaluative and secondlf provi4Jng ,htm with cu~s as to how 
. . . 
other or "nortual" people wo~ld behave. 
' . 
Within Rdsenberg's framework what remains· to be determined 
. . 
is 'the range of experiments. ~uscepti~le to the effects· of evaluation 
apprehensio~. 
~ " ' • • ' ' I ' ' 
~e feels that it-ha. .~een established beyond doubt -
\ 
that -evaluation apprehension does affe~t · subjects' behaviour in 
certain. ~pea· o~ experi~ent~. R~~enberg (1969) has begun tli~ 
• • ' J 
necessary research by demonstrating .· ~hat evaluation apprehension is · 
. 1 ! . . 
not limited -to the _narrow range qf "picture rating" behav~our and . 
es~abliahing that it includes a · category of oyert behaviou~al 
.. 
. ' 
r.esponses~ The initial research was conducted using ratings · of ·' 
!'liking or disliking" of pictures of strangers to determine. the · · 
' . 
effects of evaluation apprehension. It was s~ggested tO · the subjects 
th~t psychologically mature and healthy' .'people showed a ·greater_· 
. . 
. I . . . . 
liking for strangers or Alter~atively, psychologically i~ture 
.people ' bad the sreater liking for. strangers. In the second . 
situation it was demonstrated that evalUation appreh~nsiort could. 
affe~t a subJect t 8 .. key . tapping liehaviour (the number of taps, in 
• • • t 
J • • • • I. . 
a t:en second~ in-terval) • In bot:h of these s:i.tuatlon~ ~he cueing 
. . 
. 
was quite -salit:mt., .that is, it :was clear what one shoul.c(do if. he 
wanted to appear normal. ' .. 
In further ·research . it has been demonstrated that increasins 
' . 
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II 
,., . 
. or without the aid of · salient directional ~ues. ·In-~this instance 
' ' ' . ' : ~ 
the cueing did not expiicitWstate ·that ~iktng or d.isliking 
' ... -
- ' 
had been found characteristic of psychologically mature pers~ns: 
Instead, a more limited, or one might say, less 
obvious and intrusive form ~f directional cueing 
was employed.! · El!-ch experimen'tal subject, after_ 
. he . had heen exposed to ••• (either-) high or low . _ 
evaluation apprehension 'manipulations, read a · 
two.-paragraph ·communication ·which ·simply reported 
_that previ,ous research witn· the' pictures he was 
about t_o rat~ ·had, sho,wn that ~ost. p~ople judged · 
them positively (liking) or. negatively · (disliking). 
(~osenberg, · 1969, p. 312) • . : · 




Silverman and•Regula (1968) have· d~monstrated that attitude 
. :"'> , . • "('il--
19 
change steie's- a're also susceptible .to bias created ' by e~aluation 
~pprehension. They _felt that the fac~litation _ effec~s . of di.strac~ion 
. ~ -· . . 
. . - . ' ·, . ' 
.. durinS' persuasiv~ communications on persuasibility may have ·been 
' . / ~ ' . . 
. due to · subjec_ts ·perceiving the ·task, usually an opinion ques.t .ionnaire 
' that followed, as 'a measu~·e of their abi1ity. 
: . ·. ~ 
. . 
.. ~ . 
,·! 
I ' ' •;• 
• i• 




In shor~1 the subjects-. 1_ 
I ~ • • 
./' 1 d ' d . 1' . perceived that task as eva uative an attempte to •demonstrate ' ...: · ,. ·. '"~ ..... --- ' "'" r .. .,_., 
. " . . ~· . ' 
e;. o I t 
~ompetence, as . they s~~ it. · As a result it ·appeared· as if th~y 
were more persuasible. 
In Silve~n. and Regula's (1968) experiD;~ent the ·~ubjects. 
, I . 
listened to a tape recorded- persuasive message a~d were exposed 
t ·o either high or low dis.traction und.er conditions· where they: · 
' 
were led to believe that the distraction 'was- either intentional 
' ' 
or. unintentional. rbe distraction was accomplished by 1ntro4ucing -
static into .th~. t~pe recorded -message. High leveis of s~atdc, 
... . ~ 
where the messQge ~as just-audible, defined the high distraction 
' • • ' • 'l) 
~ondition. I~tention. was manipulated ... by either apol~gizing for 
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- -· -' · : ;'- ___ , J · -·-- · 
.. , 
t~e poor qua~ity of .the t~pe (unintentio~al group) 1or stating 
. . . - - . . 
that is ~as part of the experiment (intentional group). The 
~ ... < ' • 
l~el of distraction was · dit>ec~~! related. to persuasibilitf. ~ 
und_er the con~ition. of intenti~n~~ity only •. . In a furthe;o an~dys_is 
• . • . . I . . 
it was found that subjects in the high distraction group: who - .! • 
. . ·•. . . ; . . . ~- ~-~ ~.; __ ' . 
felt that the purpose' of th~ static wa·s to test· tlu!ir ~bilt'ty 
.. . . . ' tt'• ~ ....... :• 
t~_ c~ncentrate ~bowed significantly more · P.ersuas'ibhi~y -than 
subjects- who had not been dis.tracted • . Thus, if ·a subj.ect per·ceived 
. . -=- ·:.,~... ' 
the task to be measuring ability (in this case. the p~w~r of · . . 
·• • . I ·~ • . • • ' ' ' • • •• ' , ' • . Y, 
concentration in the face of -high distraction) he .was ·more prone 
• ' j • ' . I ' 
J• 
to demonstrate a fi~ grasp of the content of the' message· (i.e.· 
.. . . . ~ . ~ . 
be persu~ded) th~n if the evaluation 'va~iable was mtntmai (the 
~ . . . 
· ~~b-.1ect understood th~ ~task t~ be d.iff:l.cult bu~ hot ~valuative). 
~ • ' ' •..:, ~ • • 1"~ 
. ' ' 
ln :U .ght of ltosenb~rg's (1965; ·1969) work Rokeach's observed 
·.· ·. r , .. 
value change - mig~·t b~ mor.e ptofitabry ~nt~rpr~~ed as a re~ction 
''· 
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• l • - ~:-
· . . :' 't 
• •• ·' !J 
~.~---.... , . ' " '" .,..' "'~'- · , - to evaluation apprehensi~tt 'on -the .part· o(th'e ·a~bjec~s . .. The. 
' I . - l . 
(\ ', 
;.. . - I 
experimental manipulatif)n· 'Rokeach employs ' leaves very littl-e. doubt 
I • l ~ " ' 
in t~e. subject's mind ~hat ~ his v~lue rankings provide an insight 
• 
into ~is _. character. 'For exampl,e: 
\ . 
Appa~ently, Mi~higa'n • S~·at'e Students ·value . Freedom . . J _-
far more highly-than they value·EqualitY. This · 
suggests that MsU s~udents in general •are much 
~re interested in their own freedom thaq ~hey are 
. in freedom for other people (Ro~each, 1973, p. 237). 
This stat~~nt wouid tend to confirm.~ny suspicions the sub~ect 
. ' . - ' . . "" ., . 
may have had about whether or not ·the situation was evaluative • 
.:. .. ' • • , • ~ • I 
Furthermore' all doubt about the situation being evaluative "is 
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. ' . 
questions des:l,gned to assess their positio.n _on civ:l.1 r~ghts 
' ' I de~rtstrJtion~~- It is then made clear 'that r~nking . Freedo~ 
• • ~-. • • <> 
above Equal~{y suggests to o·thers that one is racially biased 
or at best ' ext.~emelY. J.nsens:l.tive to other people's suffering. 
r • • .. • • 
In any case·. the indi-vidual is ·made aware of the fact that he 
- • • ~-- : ~ ' ' I · .: ~ - • 
'<'!.''~possesses an ~xtremely u~desi.~able or :dis.tast~ful s9cial trait. 
.. 
• 
. , .. 
•.• .. - •1 
' •. • •• :r. 
' • ', ~ , . • I ~ .... :~ 
2l - ·. -- ,. 
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~ . ·;' . ..~ . . ·. 
This is .par'£i,ally e~ucid~ted by the· .foliowing ma~:f..pulation statement: \ .· k . .'\ .; . . . 
. !h~s ra~'!es the questiop w~Jher ~hose wh~· .are 
against ci~il rights .are re~ly saying that they 
_care a gr,at de~i. about theb; own' f.reedolt but a~e 
indifferent to ~ther people's freedom. Those who 
are for d .vii rights are perhaps· really sayit;lg they 
· · .. not only want · fr~edoui for them~elves •. · but fpr o~her 
· people too· (Rokeach, 1973, p. 238). 
...  . . . . 
Thus the relationship between how Qne has ranked · the values 
,.. , ·. t 
Freedom an~· ~,ualit;r and 'therefore how he must' feel. about civil 
. ... . ·. . . . ' ~ 
right~ has been .-clarified ,_and · confirmed. 
Althou~h the':~xper~ent;e~. does · n~,~ lalow ~he s~~ject! s vaLue 
I ·. , .. '"" · .. . 
rankings it :l,s ·i~sinuated that certain ·factors ~r behaviours 
of 'the subject' will make them abundantly clear at some future 
date. ~econd (19~8) · has stated that . direcf;· or ~mplicit evaluation 
of an i-ndividual in a social context by others. will event~ally 
, . . 
lead to self-evaluation,- ~nd .in the present case. the evaluations . 
. ' 
ar~ implicit in ·that: a ·subject·' s rankings are private at; · the t:iine · 
} ' . . 
.. , I . 
. · , 
-they are interpreted. Ultiuaately thQ. subject has been forced. 
. . . · ~ " ~ . ' 
•. 
into displaying a positive social image. 
. . .. ' 
Given · that a ·sub.tsct has been ~de·._awar.e of a ;perso~~~ ' . · . . 
character flaw and its inherent · undesira~Ui.ty .he ·is forced to 
. weigh the consequen~es ()f having that trait.'_, one ' of tlle prime 
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'suspected ' ~onsequen~es . of holding v~ews_which deviate from the ' 
noX'ID is soci~l rejectio.n (Rosenberg, 1969?. · Co~sider~ng- th~~ : 
for. mO's.t indivi~uals this · is ·an undesirable state ~f affair~ a 
• • ' • c p 
simple' ~nd sensibie re~ct:lon to ~his .inf~rmation.-ls to redu~e~ the 
· dfecr~p~nc; and thua· minimize ~he posSibility·. of p~b~ic · cens~re . · 
or social rej'ection. In Ro~eacl)'s ·exper.imental setting th~ 
' ' • l • •• • " 
' ' . . . 
easiest· YJay tp improve· .one's standing is to change 'the value 
. 
rankings such that they· are iri accordance with ~hat is most · 
' . 
socially acceptabl ( This . change: in values ' ~ciuld b~ .accomplished 
. I , 
with little e ort on the .part of the. individual,- and sa noted 
{•. . ., 
. . . ' . . . . . . . . ; ;...; . . ' 
-by ;Ros~, rg· '(i9_6~) t~e .. les~ e~fort . require~- t.~e gr~~~et the 
· pr~ility the expeeted change will occur . 
. . . . .. . ··-: 
I ' • ' ~ 
In the ~ace of social p~essure an~ its , imp~ication_s· :l.t··is. 
. . \ ~ 




"' .. '• 
. ·. 
- . 
·' " . 
.reasonable to .expect• that a'\per~on would ~iter : his value ra~kings-, . ::, 
· , in a ..a~:., wbi~h is least likely -t<? elicU ~ ·ne11ati~e evaluatA,qnt; · ' · ·' 
' . 
: This would be the most prudent move, es.pe.~_ially when confronted · \~ ... ,.,r.r ·,, 
. i 
_ with the Valu~ .Survey a second. time: Thus~ it is also reasonable 
' 
to 'expect the value change to persist ~~l~g~peri~ds .~~ time. 
With-_ respect to re.lated beh.aviour change. t'here ·.is no ·.reason to. 
' o " o ~ • ' I t ' • o : • 
·believe that once· an . individual' obtains info~tion on how· to ·\ 
. • 
behave to minimize ·the possib:l.lity of being negatively evaluated 
. . ~·. ' '., . ~ . ' ' , . . . 
.. . I . . . . ·- . 
_and maximiz.e ·the chance of being .viewed in a positive. light·. 
. . . 
' 
that, he .will abandon this info~tion once outside the·: expedmental 
,;;-' ' 
. . . ' .. , . . 
.· setting ~ Thus; in ·spite of Rokeach' s ' arguments to .the contrary 
' . ·} ' . . . . l . . - . . .. 
it · ~~ quite ·re~sondble to expect ~ong ~.erm ·cogriitive and. 
behav.ioural change t~· / result from a motivation', to. ~void social 
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23 
rejection. 
I• I .... ~..:;. 
' A prelimin:cy ·-study by ~campbell ~nd Hannah (1974) has demonstrated 
• (';:!~ 
. ' . 
that evaluat~on appr~hension . as defined by ·Rosenberg (1965. 1969) 
. . ) ,. 
can induce short term value change • . · In their study evaluation 
. - . . " . . 
'a-pprehens:l:on 'wa~ eithe~ increaied ~r decreased in ~.manner 
. . 
paralleling ' that described by Ro~£mberg (1969, p. Jil). The 
. . 
· target value A World of . Beauty .was cued e:!-ther upw_ard ot: downward .. 
' . 
. . . . .. .. . . ... · ... - . . 
· .. under. both conditions of evaluation apprehens_ion •. - The major findi~g 
• '!--;- ~~·.,. I ' • • • • • • 
was that with' upward cueing a_nd high evaluation appreb~nsi.on 
.  
the ranking of the target V{llue was significantly higher than 
'I . . ' . 
• ' r • 
that of ~he control s~bj~~ts. - Thi$ _'Whs E,.Ot . the case wit~ the 
I . . . - . • , 
. . low evaluation a~pre~ension . g~oup~' " . The downw~rd cueing ma:nipulation 
~ . . . 
hoUeve~, was not ~ffective in either of the two evaluation 
apprehension c'onditions. 
'!te results of. the Campbell and Ha~nah . (1974) study suggest , . 
that Rok~ach' s finding~ may not be the result· of. 11 uniform 
htiman aversi~n . ~~ incc;;n~i~tent co~~litions con~erning the ~elf\ 
I . . - • ~ 
' J._ 
. ·but ·rather, the result of• an effort by individuals ·to displ~y 
. 't . ) . • . . 
. themselves in' a positive light--to -reduce the possibility--of 
. . . I . . . . l • 
- . "~ . . ,.,.. .. ~ 
being negatively evalu~ted by· others and inc"rease the chance 
., ' I . 
of bei~g ' positdvely evaluated~ The point to be "made ie n()t tqat . 
R~keach .. is getting false "c~nfi~ti.oti of his predictions,. as ndght 
.• ~ 
be· ez:Pected given Rosenbe-z;g' s suggestion about ·e~aluation' .apprehens~on 
. . ' 
'and its i'(l~umbent problems for unwary researchers'; rather he may 
c .. • • 
r . 
be get_ting his effect fo~ reasons other than th~ one h'e suggests. 
I. ·' 
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demonst"Tated by Rokeagh· ~Y ~ery well have been due to evaluation 
. ' . . 
apprehens.ion ~n the part C?f the subjec~~· The ':.purpose of the 
present study \lias to investigate this possibility." . The.:hypothese~ 
based on the notion ·of evaluation apprehension and examined in 
the pr~sent; study ~ere the following: 
~ 
•' 
1) An upward cueing message would be more effective in 
• 
increasing the ranki.ng of th~ t _arget value A ·world of B~auty 
.. ·~nder conditions of High · Ev~luati,on Ap·p.rehension than unde~ 
condiUons of, Low Evaluation Apprehension. · 
·;-; ' . ' 
2) It: (.{as expect~d that' in th~ ~Ugh Ev~luattion Apprehension 
' ' ' . . . . ~ . 
~ , ·~ . . 
c<lA-dition the Upward Cue.d group would .. rank ! World & Bt;auty · 
· ... 
. 
·above both the Downw~rd .cued· group and the 'Non Cued .group. 'This 
... . 
was ,npt. expected to occur in the Low · Evaluatio~ Apprehension 
I 
conditiOfl. This pattern W8S expected .to persist OVe:t; tim~. 
·3) Value change and the related attftudinal a~d behayioutal 
. changes generated ut1der conditions of high evaluatioD; app~ehens:i.on 
b.y an upward cueing message . were expected to endure o,;er·· fime. 
' . 
Tbl,ls, the High Evaluation ' Appr~hension/UpwaJid Cued grou~ wou1d 
. , . 
rank ! World of Beauty ·above the· Lo~ Evaluatiol\' 4l>p~ehension/ 
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~n orcl~r to . indue.~ various . degrees of e~aluation . apprehensio~ 
. : ... ' . . .· ·. . . ' /-~~-- . ' ' ·_ . . .. ... ··. . - -- -·--:., 
su,bjects were given a written "description" of the experiment. · 
They were either told that ~he. study was part of a _programme 
- .,. . . 
· ' .. ·--.'"'.... . ·~ ~ 
attemp~i~g 'i-0._ des~gn .a T~st of ~sychological Maturity_ .(High . 
Evalv,ation Apprehension) · or· :that - ·th~ study was par.t of ·a .· Matheniatical 
. . . . . ~· . 
Psychology Project·' and . that. the· ,experimenter had ·to g·ather 
. ,/· - ' "' . ' --
large ·.gi;otips of <data to an'alyze ·(Low Evaluation Appreheri.~ion) .-. 
n "''-:..:_;,~.~ . . .. ~: ,/l' . , • • 
A third' condition·, ilia' ·No· EVa1uation ·Apprehension -condition, 
..... ' ' ' • o I , , 
made no reference to .'the nature ~f the study. Crossed with -each . 
__... . 
·, 
• I ' ~ ' ' · I 
of the three evaluf:it~v.e concli~~'bns were three directional _cueing/ -
. .. . ' ' 
'I 
conditions intended to eith~r· raise or lower the target value n • ' 
i . ' I ' ' . . 
' 
.. ! World. of_ . Beauty. The direcUonal cueing was accomplished by 
. ' 
~ •• ' ~ 0'1 • • • • 
pr~vi.ding information about . the resul~s of previous research 
. . . 
which was si~ilar t~ the ·present ~tudy. · . • • • • Q It was ·rtoted that earli.er 
. ::., 
. •~·-·· 
. "': . 
.; I . • . . 
research had' demonstrated that mature stuc!~nts rank~d - a pat;~:l,cu~ar 
i .' 
high, Upward ·cued. s~bje(:ts, or · / ., 
) . .. -· . ~ . ; 
va~~e (! World ~f .atltt_)_. ·either 
low, DOwo.~ard Cued -subjects. In the thir·d 'c~~d_:l~i~n,'_· _ the . No ... , Cued . .. /· 
• ,..~ • . . t' ,.,..~· .; ,.' 
. i condi.tion, no .menti.On was made as to how' pr~vi~'i'·~.ubjeCt$/h~d ' 'I 
'l • • • ~ , ' --. . - • .;...• ' 
•. 
. responded. · Thus ·ea~h subject· was· assign~d to ·art evaiuative ,-- .. 
. 1 . 
:. -' . "' . . . ~ ' ' , 
· cond.ition -together with .a directional c£ue1ng conditioq.: 
. . . . . . . ; ,,.·· '• 
The r~nk given the va~q~ ! . wox:ld _of B~autY employed ·.: 
... ' . '. :/If 
·. . ' .. '.f 
" • ' • ~ : : '! 
.. 
' ; 
. . :: 
' ' 
·' ' • 
. . ' 
· ' q ··: . : 
- .. 
:· ... 
' ~ . · .. 
. . ~,. ·: . 
I '·.,; 
., - -··-... _ , 
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. . '"··~ 
. by Rokeach ~nd McLellan~ 19)2) ·provided the depetidettt · asure- for . ·.: 
. . • . . . ~ . ' .. ' . . .. ·fl . 
' '
. :.\ . -.·.-_··:,:_!_.·_: ~ . •. ' . . "! • . • ' .. ' . .., .  .  -
the ·manipulations .• '.The 'subjects r ank ox:dere~ the -·v~lu~s· in the : ~k_ea~h .Valu~ ·.surv~y (1~~7) · ~h~r_tly alt~r ~h~ 0~~s~a·g~s· -~~re ·· . -- . .':_._ :Y~ 
·•. . ' ·' ' . ' . ... . . ~· I ·. ~~ .. ~E 
presented . i.n order to ~btai~ a_' mea~ure ~f ·short term ch'!:~8e ana '.'·-:· ._;:·;-'.-' ·:"::3~ 
' &. ., o' • • • o • '... I • < o o ~ ; ', • • I ag·~. sa ~ekafter the ~ipulation, vhieh :r~i~e~, a meuure.of <. ; .. ;~,·::; ;~~~ 
-·· - - . '··· '- .. . · ·- ,. , · · ·;--·~,~ 
_ . -~- .-· · ~ ,. < -- -~~ · _._-.--~ .. ,···~--··_:, ·:_· ,-· ..<;> ·,;_ ;._:~ ... :  ..~:.; .• :._::~.~~::I· :~ ::: :-~ -:~.: -·-:.: ·:~·.:~./ .. ~·:::~· -~;:·:~-~;:.:;~D-~::~;;~;i~jf~;~ij~;~~~ -
: :'· 
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: ' 
' ~ 
.conc:ems was also testit'fg . ses0sio.n to .·< .• · . 
1,· ' 
. ' . . .. • • .. ... c 
· d'etermine if ·any corresponding · attitude and·· behaviour changes· had 
9e~ed ~ad ~f· •.• Jeth~r. ~r !"';<they ~tir.;u.i~d ~~. ~al~e ~baliges~,.: 
·. · .V B.· · Subject~ ,. . 
• ' I 
, • • ' •4 • \ , I . • I ' ' ' ~ ' ~ , • ' ~ 
One. -hundred and forty_-five ... subjecta fr6m the MeDIO,rial:. . 
·• . ... I ' .; , .. ' . &· ~ ' • .. : • • # 
• • • ! • • • • .. - p 
~idversity of t{ellfoundland' su~ject pool p~n;t:icipated ' in '•the~.~- .' 
tb 
0 
I (' • , ' 1 - • ' • ' , • ;_~ • • • :-"~~ 
experiui'ent as paid volunteers. . Of these, ~en were ·_~xclucted : . 
I .. • • :. ,. . ' • • . ' . ' ' • ' :: ' • , • • , · ....... ·~·;~ 
. from the .analyses because · of expressed · ~uspicions .about . the · ·, 
. I • • .. · ,. , . . . _- . • • \._ • , •, . 
purpose .of the experiment •. Thi.s ·doubt·. was expressed either .· 
ve~bally. to the e~p~riment~r foll<?'!~ns the exp~e#~nt: (~hr~e 
e I 0 \ ' • '' ; ' ·, ' • " "' ' ' • ' , • • ~ I 
\ . 
~n ~ post. experim~ntai -~·uest~o~iiaire· (se~e~ subje~t~) ~ -· Thud 
. .. ' . •, .. 
fts~bjects) or. in. writt~ form in response to f:ln 'open .ended ·•question 
..... # - . • • • 
·.135, subjects, 67 md~ a.nd 68 fema.le, were :l.ncluded in the an~lyses 
J. • . 
. .. : 
,· I . • ... 
' . 
.,·,. 
. . t>} • 1 I • • • 
'and these subjects ,we're evenly . distr:l.buted among the nine groups.:. ' -
. . . . ' ~ " : . ' . . . . . 
~e subject~ were ·assign randomly to ·, co~dlt.ion~· give~ ~h~ . c~ns~raipt~ .··:., -. . 
. , , • I ·. , · . ~.-- .. ~ 
:l.mpos~d 'by att~~ting . to di~tr:l.bute males and ·females·. approx.i108tely .. · . 
• • ' ! • "";) > ~ • > ~ ' I I •  • • 
equally among the groups · and'."r~qui~ing ·~s subject~ :in -~ach ··c~li~ · .!:." . 
) ' 
C•' 
- . De.s:l.gn. ' .. ''I' ' .. 
. ..... 
. · .. 
't".: .. , 
.. ., .. . ~ 
. ·· . ·-1 
.. ' 
., 
'·' ' It- • : ·/ 
. ', ·-~ 
r· . 
. ' 
' ~ .... ' 
\ . ' ''f 
... . 1'1, 
, " t tl' 
nie ·ba·aic design emplo1ed in the preseiit .stu~y ·was an· .after- .·.·! 
. . . ~ ,6 ·.' . ' ' • -.~ ' l.~ ·.:~ 
"bnly 3 X j . factorial, tht:~e lQ'-'els . of ·Directional cueing crossed . · ' · . ,::~ . 
. ·. ' ' . . ' ' ·-' ' ' , . ' : : . . ., 
with three lev:el~· -of Bvalu~t~on , ApJ»rehens~?~ . (C~b~l~.' ~-~957; . .. ·· .-_ . ·::~:;jl 
::::: :.::~~:::~9:;) ~2::~·::t:~::~~~:=~ d•::~inctiOn~l .· ·-~ :~ ; ,::~ 
• ' 0 • ~' 1 • .. .- , .,. i.- ; ' ,' ".',' ,. ,' ' # 1 ~ ' - \ ',•p~:-· ~:, :' , -f. ~' '. · · ~ , < ~ ' ~~ '
0 
• ~', , ' ' : ;~:~ 
.. _cueing ·messages were _.desigQ.ed . to .eitbe~ ·ra:l.ae 'or .·lower the . target • .. ,·. ·> ·;~:;~;~ 
· .: ~u~~· ·A w~~ld. of B~~iy·,. ~~hi - a ·.tltir~ '~;t"w~~.b  · ti~ :cuetn. - ~·.: ~~e(:_: :·. _ · ·- ~ · : ·. · ·.~:·t~ 
1" - ~ . . ~ ' ' . ,~. ,. : · :~ ~:{~ 
. . . . ' ' .·' ' ' : ·. . . ·. ,. .. . . . ·:: .. ' .. ' . . ... · ., •· . ·, .· . ·., ' . . ,-;:,-~ . I . ,. 
. ' 
I ' \. .., : • , _ ... , , ~ • a ' .,, · :· · t i.J.'>-' 
I ' , • , ~ ', ·! .. ' • i' ._ I • . _._:_ • • 
. . " . '. ~· 
',; ·~ . ' ... ' ' . ~ ~' ~ . 
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. . . 
attempted. Thus the three pirectional cueing conditi~n~ wer~ 
\ ' . 
"' Upwa~d '"cued, Downward ·cued, . arid Non, Cued, respecdyely. In 
I~ '( ,. f, 
conjunction 'with the messag.es designed. to provide directiond · 
cues there were messltges designed to ~ith.er incre~se or. decrease . 
'>' • l• t , ' • • I ',. ' 
. ~ . . ' . 
. the evaluation apprehension felt by. the · subjects. These ~ere· .. 
.. 
. I 
the High Evaluation Apprehensioft 'and Low •Evaluation.~pprehension, 1 
• ~ 1 '- • 1 0 • ' I '4 ' e • 
· ·, ··; f~~di~i~.n r.•~pectively. A thir~ ·co~dit;~n.' No Evaiu;tion '• 
· .. Apprehe sion, wa's also. employ'ed wherein no t~f~rence· to e:valuation . 
• {' • • • .. 0 
. .. 
I 
was made and hence no effort was made . to modify it. The resul ta.Jl t 
• 0 
3 X 3 fact~nlal .desi-gn was referred · to a~ 
/ - ' . 
"' . . ' 
'c~li receiving neither directional '7ueing . ' . foi; the value no_r' ·a~ ... 
Test Session-01. The 
evaluation apprehension messa~e was the fundamental point of 
• ~,: l • .. 




:li , ... 
Fifteen subjects per cell were tested in Test Session #1· 
... . "}' . ' . 
to ~nsure · that a sample large enough fbr analysis would be . 
a~ailable for Test · Se.ssion ··112 when the s~cond val~e ranki~g ·was 
.o: .• 
.. 
obtained. The second t~sting session · took- plac:e six, 1weeks after 
. . ' 
the first and provid~d a me~sure ~£ long t~rm changes created 
/ 
'\: . _: 
by the manipu~atiQns: The testing was f:Ompletely. independe.~ 
' . . , 
of the first testing situation. 
. D. Proc~dure 
I . :J .. 
















' ·: \ 
/' 
oc~asionally, -in · groups of .two or three· • { Upon enteri~g the :-.r 
·'• 
la~orat~ry t~ey ~ere. asked to take a sea~ and·wait for the· 
~ --- -- - ~ 
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. . 
' ~ept to a minimum · a~t~~ugh every attempt was made to answer 
- ..:..:_ ' 
quest~ons .that would . help put the ' subjects as ease wit~out 
making any direct reference to the. nature o.f the experiment • 
. . 
The experiment· p~oper . began when the experimenter asked 
the subject to read a b·aok1et, entitled A Brief Introduction 
2~ 
• 0 
· to\ the Experiment, placed in ~ront of . him or h~r. The .,e..p--min~"'nicatio.ns 
' . . . . .~; . 
'contained in the boo~let, the experimental manipulati?ns,. para~:leled 
J I , 
those employed by Rosenberg (1969, p. 311) but.were adjusted to 
, to 
• • It 
suit theo altered conditions of the 'present study.. The .subjects 
. . . ~ . . . . 
. . 




.. -.-The list . of values that ·wnl b~ presented ·to you ,) 
.shortly. are a part of a rec'ently developed TE~T 
OF PSYCHOLOGICAL MATURJ,TY .des~gned at another 
university. The pattern.of .responses given these 
values by psychologically mature undergraduate · 
students· has been' shown t9 .be significantly ., . 
dlffe~ent from the responses of .those ma~if~sting 
psychological maladjustment·. That iss it has 
been demonstrated that certain types of respo~ses 
are indicative of a strong' emotional adjustment 
'while others ·indicate emotional immaturity. It 
is hoped · that thts, inst~ument will become part 
: of a battery of tests used for cboosinS out 
··'Qf a large college pgpulation those students 
who would be judged inadequate in their emotional 
adjust~ent or generaily pron~ to. psychological 
~i~rd~rs. · \ 
I 
Subj~cts in the Low Evaluati~n Apprehension condition 
I ' ~ 
· ;..- r 
received the following message:· 
The list of values that wuf' .be presented,. too you 
shortly are part of a Math~tical Psychology · 
·, Project. We are interested in integrating the · 
various dimensions or factors involved in the 
s.ocial perceptual process "into a more stmplified . 
model. by &.method which s~atiBticians term · 
"stochastic- inferential mathematical modeling". 
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The value rating of ali--participants wi.ll be 
conside.re.d as ·a group and an overo~Jl1 average 
score and statistical :estimate of distribution 
variance .wJJ..l be obtained .{'Or this 'set of values. _. 
Indivtdual· scores are not of interest in this 
study. · · · · . . · ,. 
. ' 
_, ....... ~?" 
Subjects in the NQ Evaluation A~prehension condtion received 
no message corresponding to the above attempts to increase or 
. . ' ' .· 
·gecrease the perceive~ eval~ative · nattire of the 'xperim~n~.' 
30 
~The. di~Cti~nal cueing message directly . foiiow~d the evalu~ti~n · 
apprehens~on message in the introduction booklet. the cueing 
I ' ' • ' 1 • ' ',. J,<,...,.'-, .. 
was. ac·complished with ... the following message: 
· ·Before proceeding we would like · to ·.-iay a bit about 
·this par~icular project being cartied out today. 
Previous research has 'indicated that ' mature· students 
' •..0:... .. ' I 
tena to rate certain principles (such as A World of · 
geauty) higher ' than mast other . principles~(upward~ 
direction). lower than most other pr1nciples 
(downward·· direction). As this is a new area of 
research we_are interested in establishing ' s ,. 
value ranking pattern for .students here at Memorial . 
The study then, is ·basically a pilot project for 
a group of studies which w~ll .beg~ immediately ~ 
after the information from~ ·this pr.oject'. has been '. 
gathered~ · ~ · · 
Cl • · .. 
The directional . cueing messages used in. the presenl experiment 
l 
were not identi'~~ .. to' those used' by Rokeach because it was uot . 
our intention to repiicate his procedure enctl~. hther·, an .. · 
attempt was made to determine first ~f the scale· could be differentially 
. . . , f'/ 
affected by evaluation appr~ension and secondly .if the value 
. . . 
could .be moved upward and ma~ntained ' th,re ~ver time, as Rokeach 
has de~nstra~ed. 
. y 
The .subjects. in the Non Cue~~ondition . receiv~d the following 
• ~ • • • ' • I' 
c~~nication: . . I 
·. 
.. ··. 
' A', .,. ... , .. 
I 
. ~· . 
I • • '~ 
~ .• ., ':: ; · . 
' . • ' .. ~-J ) 
' o- l;.' ~ . ~ ,'";_ 
·.' 
... >~ 
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. . . ·- · ~-- ~.c:·,~ · . . i~ .. :. ··. - . --.-;;--."'if·.,-.i- . 
. Before proceeding we -wbUid''Tiktt't_o say a bi.:t' about 
this particula.r proje_ct . be:Uig~ciir.ried out today. 
This is a new area of research and we are · 11 
· interested~:(n establishing a value ranking . · 0 · • 
pattern for; students here at .. ~emorial. Th~ . sti!dy · 
then, is b·asically a ·pilot' project for' a group 
of studies which will proceed ·immediately affer .. 
the information from . this project has be_e·n~ gathered_. 
Thus · al~ subj-ect~ received . a message in the form of'. a 
. . . , . 
written co~uniqu~. The instructions were also pa~aphrased 
verbally by the experimenter. The complete text of the' eXperimenter's 
- .. 
. . ·• . . . . . I . 
verbal -introduction to the experiment i~~P.nted in Appendix A. 
. . fjl . . "--!.~ • . ~:... . . . . 
., ' ( I 
When the subject finished reading the.introduct~on and the 
experimenter had recapitulated it he was handed the Rokeach (1967) 
. . 
,; • I . .. • ' , 
Value~ Survey (Form D) and asked to supply all the informAtion 
* . • 0 ... • 
requested on th~ front cover and to complete -the survey according 
. 
to 'the instruc~ions 'inside tl1e fTo~t cover~· Subj~cts we~e 
. ' . . • I 
req~ested to"complet~ only · the ~erminal value s~ction of the 
survey, a reproduction of which is ~re~ented-in Appeqdix B. 
. . 
Following .the cc:nn~letic;m_ of ·the _val_ue Survey the sub~ect 
w4s given a, small booklet: entitled Department of Psy~hology , 
" .. . . . . . 
• · 
Questidnnaire ~ontaining. two questio~s de~igned. to a~sess the· 
,degree to which the evaluation apprehensioq message was successful. 
All .of .the questions were f~llowe~ ~y- ~ 1J po~nt :scale on.whtch' . 
the subject was . instructe,d to circle his -response. : The polarity 
, .. 
"' . 
. . ' I . . . ·-. . . . .,. 
.. 
' 
of the ·scales was reversed randomly to reduce response bias •. -·. , · 
" \ -
The two questions forming the\evaluation apprehension index 
were as follows: 
. ' · 
: ' ,' ' ; , , -' • : 0 0 I O' ~ I 
., 
' · . .. 
. . 
.. . .. ~ 
.... ... 
. ~ ' r I - ' • . .. . .. ' .. 
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2 3 . 4 5 6 7 8 
Not nervous, 
at all . 
9 .. 10 
D~d the experiment make -you feel anxious?. Circle~· 
• Very anxious 
.. 
~' 5 ·6 7 8 
. . ~- . 






T~e remai~in~ questi~ns pro~~ded the ·illusion that the_questionnair~ 
· 1 r • · _wa~ not direc~ly related to ·the expe.rim~ntt. Subtlects were told 
f . ... .......... ___ ~ 
tha~. the ~ocial Psy~hology_ g_roup was trying to obtain Bt}Jdent? 1 
'impressions i>£ social psychology experiments_ and they had asked. 
that everyone participating' in this experiment fill out the 
. . ~· " ' . . 
I' questionnaire. . The c·omplete questionnaire -has_ bee~ reproduced' 
in ··Appendix C • . 
' . . 
After .. completion of . the q\leStio~naire the· subjects ~-er~ 
paid $1.00 for. par~icipating arid were told that once· all of 
' th!! data had ·~een .collected and i~ter~2eted, which would take 
ap~roximately two months, they would , receive a letter explaining 
Ql 
the na_t~re of' th~ results. They .were then dismissed,-
/ 
' · 
Test · Sessi6n /12: The secon~ testing session was initiated 
--.:::· 
. . 
six weeks after the first ses.sion. To ensure that any connection· J 
. I I : 4 > 
with the first s·ession rema.ined minimal the experimenter in the 
. .,; . ' . 
first session d.id not take an active part in either the rec~iting_ 
or testi~g of . subjects in the second session. Three different 
•:·._ 
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II • 0 
experimenters ~ecruited and tested subjects for th~s ~ess~~ri. 
The subjects participated in _sma~l groups of various sizes and 
. . . 
were drawn from the pool of subject.s particip,ati~g in the first 
testing session • . Test Ses~ion 112 took place within the space 
bf one week and a co~c~rted effdrt ·was made to have all former 
" 
subjects participa·~e again·. Eighty-nine subjects were obtained, 
distributed appt;oximately equally among the nine 'groups.· 
\ ' 
' ·. In .the s~j:ohd session the subject"! wer~ again ~sk~d to 
' 
' 
• ! ' • • I 
complete the V~lue Survey • . In this session the second'half of 
the survey, Instrumental Values, was not removed to help fost~r 
' ' 
· the belief that_ the ' two sessions were ·totally unrelated. The 
.. .. . 
su~jects were informed befor~~n~ the. survey that . so~e o~ 
them may have completed the form at some other time, but that 
this did not -~tter for the "purpos~s of the ' present experiment. · 
.... 
After completing the _survey they. were aske~ to complete .a qu~stionnaire 
entit;led "Conunittee on Environmental Awareness Survey"~ Follow_ing 1 
•. 
1 ' . 
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It wa~ expected tha~ High ~aluation .Apprehen~ib combined 
"' I · ' l • 
. . 
with an upward cueing message· would result in mo 
wi~h respect to the ranking of the t~rget yaiue than when upward 
. . 
cueing was.paired with Low Evaluation Apprehension. This was 1 
~ - .· 
confirmed in both . the short~- term measures of change an~ the lon~ · 
term measures. The value· A World !!.!. Beautz 11as c<?nsistently 
' r~nked hig~er by _the H~gh Eyaluat~on ~pp~ehension/Upwa~d Cued 
subjects thari by the Low Eval~ation Apprehension/Upward Cued 
subjects. 
. 
It was also expected t~at within the ~igh Evaluatio~ 
.. , 
0 . Apprenens~on co~dit.ion the upwa~d cueing message would re,~lt · . 
\ . ' . . 
in higher ranking& of the target value than when no cueing or 
downward cueing was attempted, Fur.~hermore, upward cueing · ~as . 
. . . ' 
.. 
not··expected. to · have an effect in the Low Evaluation Apptehe!'sion 
condition. These exPectations were confirmed for both short 
a~d ·long term· intervals. 
Along ·with the increased importance placed .. on ! World of 
Beauty by t·he Higb Evaluation Apprehension/Up~atd Cued ~-ubjects · 
there _was a 11 greate'r ' ~illingness ;to volunteer for work related 
-~ I 
• J '. 
35 . 
'to maintaining a beautiful. world . This wa~ not the case. for. subjects 
- • • J • ~ I 
.. 
in the other conditions who had not· increased. their . ~ank;ing of 
, . 
.. 
the target value • . ·· Finally; subjects' in the Hig~ Evaluatio_n .· . 
Apprehension/Upward Cued group ~ere found to"·e:XPress ·attitudes~ - -· ·:-
-. . . 
. . 
more conSistent with ·theJ not.ion of .a .beau~:ifui."world tha~ subjetts 
. . . ~ . . 
• I 
· in the Low Evaluation Apprehension/U~ard· Cued group. 
• • .<. I ' 
' . 
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t . ~ : ' 
B. T~st S~ssion 11: Man~pulation Cheek 
" ~- . . _. I . 
. . . -- . ....... 
Two ·questio~s, pne on t;:tervousness a~d the ot~er·o-n-anxiety. 
' ~ . 
' were designed to assess the .degree· to .. which the subjects experienced ·.· 
ev~luat~o~ ·apprehens~on'in ~h~·pre~ent ~tf~Y· The t~o quedtions 
. . 
tdken.together provided an index of evaluation apprehension as 
. . . 
generated by the experim~ntal manipulation. The F-ratio for the 
-. ......... 
main .effect ·o£ Evalua~ton Apprehe~s~on was statistic~ll1 reliable 
~ 
(F • 3. 37; df • 2, 126; p < ~ 04) •· _Neither .Directional· Cueing 
• - • - • . • • • ' J • 
nor ··th~ interaction bet~een ·. Evalu.ation Ap~rehension and Directional . 
• 0 0 ~ • .. , • ' 
I' . , . . . I , 
Cueing yielded a statis~ically significant ·F-ratio. With ,20 
' ' . 
.. . , . I " , ~ 
ind!~ating the - le~st amount of 'evaluation app~ehension, the 
~ · 
· . ·overall means for the three EvaiQation Apprehension leve~s were . 
I • 





. . • 
,, 
Apprehen8.ion, and 14.40 for High Evaluation Apprehension. ~ewman~ 
' ' . 
• -. I) 
Keuls (W~ner, 1962, p. SO) tests indicated .that the High Evaluation·, 
. I( ' . 'r 
Apprehension message produ~~d significantly more app~.ehe.~sion ·.--.. :· : .. ' 
. . . 
than the . . Low Evaluation Apprehension message (s. • 3.64; p. < .OS). _· 
. . .- - . 
' • ' 0 ' - ~ ( 
Tb~ No Ev~luation Apprehension condition, .which fell 'between 
• e , < ~. , , 
· b~th the Hlgh ·and Low Evaluation AppJ:ehension conditions; did not 
. . r 
differ· r~liably from either. 
> Question number five (.see Appendix C for ~ . complete reproduction 
. 
. . 
of the questionnaire) .was included to determine whe~her ~r not 
·.0 . .. . , ' 
· th~ subjects perceived any outsid,e i~fluenc~ pressuring them to .: 
·re.spond . 1~ a . particu~~~. 1JI:ilnner. 'l:he loss of p~rceived freedom· 
would motivat'e. a. subject to label ou~~ide .iilfluen~e· 8~. coercive 
·, 
· .· 
. I ' 
·and perhaps fluence him to respond in,· a par.ticular way - (Brehm, 1~66) .• -
. ,· (I 
,, 
, ,o •· 
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_This motivation differs from evaluation apprehension in that 
• . - '1 _. 
evaluation ~pprehension causes th~ su~ject to feel he is being 
I I ., 
evaluated and.as a resuit he seeks cues to enable him to behave 
in a desirable fashion. It w~d that Directional Cuei~g did 
' affect how .free the subject f~~ was to respond to the Value 
I • • 
With 10 indi~aling th~ least · 
' ., 
,, . 
_survey· (F • . 3.?8; df • 2;_ p < .()5). 
"'( . I 
. n ..... - . 
condition yielded a mean of 1.31, perceived freedom the Upward Cued 
' . ' 
the~Downward C~d condition 2.00, ' · , and the Non Cued condition: 1·. 44. 
~ ' \ , . ' ' .. 
. A Newman-Keuls test yielded a statisttcally reliable dif~erence 
' ~ 
-~-etween the Upward .?d' Downward Cued groups (_g_ • 3. 6 7.; p < • OS) • 
• • ' t • I 
The Non Cued,condition also differed reliably from the Downward 
o • \ d • • • 4 . ... ' . H . . ' • 
Cued condit;ton {_g_ • 2.9-7; ·p < ·.05) but the Upward Cued c:onditi9n 
I 
did not d:Lffer_ dependably from the Non Cued .condition (_g, • • 69';· 
. p > .OS). 
0 
. 37 
Thus it appea~s t~at the manipulation ~ of evaluatio~ apprehensi~n 
·' was 8-uccessful. the· subjects 'in tb~. High Evaiuation Apprehen~-ion 
) ' Q ' ' ' . .. . • ' • • 
condition indicated more appreh~nsi~n on the index of evaluation 
. · I " 
. -
. appre~ension ,than either ~he subj~~ts in the Low or No Evaluation 
• () • , . • " • .. • - . c,.... ., • 
Apprehension . conditions. . In addition the Do~ward Cued subjects 
- "· 
' 
•. perceived l~s~ fre~~O'IIl. t~ r~~ond t~an eithe; the Non Cued· or · · 
Upw'ar·d Cued subject~. " The Upward a~d ,-Non .Cued subjects· did, not 
' " 
. ' 
perceive-significantly ,diflet ent. amounts of freedom to respond. 








' c c 
': . 
· · Th~ questions designed to measure the 'clarity of the instruct:f.ons _.-. 
' • r 
... 
(questions 1 and 2) yielded no d~pend~ble differenc~s, ~or did 
the subj.ec:!ts differ-:systematically in their feelings. toward t,l;te . 
' . 
' 
e~~rimentf (qu~s~ion ·.6) .• :.- . .,.. y . . , 
, I 
~ .. I 
'' 
.. e 
• . ' I 
- ' 
• JJI ,;: . ". · ... .. I , .. .. . ..... ;~·:.': 
' .. ' 
1. ' ,.,_ . 
, 
' .. 
r. I · .• 
•' · 
C.· . Test Session Dt:· Ranking ·of the Target Value 
I 
The individual means-.Ior each group in Te~t ·session ill 
are presented ' in Tab).e 1 and graphically .. in 'Figure 1. An 
• D I • ' I 
analysis of yariance for "ifhe rank::\,ng of A World. of !leautX in. 
. . ·. 




Test Ses~ion #1 establ~shed a reli~ble · main effe~t for Directional· 
' . 
., 1 " ~ 
.cueing .. (F ... 10·;.61; ..!lf • 2~126; _ p < .001). Overall means for 
' . . 
the Upward· Cued, Non-cued, -.and Downward Cued conditio,ris are 
~ ~ ~ J • ' ' • ' ' I ' 
. · . 
··· ..::-~_.-;:r:ri~ 
'.. • < \ 
l • • • l : -~· 
•' 
• ' 




8,4, a.I.3.60, and 13.38 r~spec.tively. Neither the ~in effect : 
.. ,· . :· ' ' . ./ ' . .. 
of Evaluation Apprehension nor . the' Direetional Gdeirig ~X Evaluation 
'•: , 
' . . . . . .-:. ~ .. - . ' . . 
Apprehension interactio~ wex:e statistical~y r~li~-~le. The results I . . t> 
. . ' 
of this analysis ~re presented in Table 2. . ,·· · ···~. ' 
Tab'le 2 
t . 1', 1. 
·"··.:" 
Analysis of variance of the ranking of ! : World .2£. B·ea~t>: 
' Test Session Ill 




(A) ,p- 2 15.50 < 1 
Direc.tional. Cueing · (B) :I'- ' *** ·~ ,. 2 199.78 10.62 . , 
0 . 
. ... ~--AXB ' 4 ·13.24 < 1 
. • 
Error 126 18.82 
*** · P < .pot 
'. . ' ' Jill{..' 
Since · it was hypothesized that the High Evaluation Apprehension/ .. 
Upward Cued ·group, X • 8. 87, would rank the value , A' World of Beau·ty 
above the Low Evaluation Apprehensicin/Uplfard Cued ~group, . X • · 11.,. 33~ · 
. . . , 
a one-tailed .~ test ·was ~ the most appropriate test of the hypothesis 
' • I' (Winer, 1~62, p. 2Q7). It wa~ found that· ~he two groups diffe~ed 
at a ~rginally ·depe~dable level (t • 1.53; p < .08). When -
' ' 
._;,. . 
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a· · Mean ranking . o~0othe value A World' .2f Beauty 
Test Session f/1 
.· \ . 
-~ . .. ·. 










Upward I • . None 
8.87 ~ 13.00 
9.33 13.20 
' 11.33 14.60 
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; ' I 
, this results · obtained from the 
1 ._. . . .... -----.,......~ 




· .  
,., • • ' • , . ' I 
same hyPothesis in the Campbell. a . nnah (1974) study confidence .. ·. 
i~· ihe.·eff~ct ~a~·-grea~ly' enha~c~~- · . c~~g- t~e r r~sults 'of t~~ u 
; I • • • 
0 ~ • ' • • • •' 1 ° Q ~ { . : 
1 
' 
two studies • by the method·. described by Winer ·(1971, p-~ 50) for 
_:~ ' ' • I 0 ' f... • • ' •' ' \ I • • •' ' • ' • • ; 
independent tes~. on _ tpe'sa~e · ~ypothesis~~y~elded a h~ghly 
' • ~ J 
• reliable effect (z - 3.172; p < ."ooos1. 
• • . .. - •• \ . f ' 
. , . A .Post hoc Newinan-Keuls .i~st _(Winer, _1962, p. 1~38) was 
~~rform~d ~n each le~~i of· Eva~u~tlo~ . A~preh~~ion · i~ ~rd~r . · t~ 
' . 
• ' • I 
localize. the effect' of -directional cu~ing an~ provide _a direct 
.test of . the second major hypotheais. · It .was hypothesized ·that 
' . . . . : ~ . 
• ! the High Evaluation _.Apprehension/Upward Cued ~roup would · rank A. ·· · . 
' • ,... • a ' •, "• ' • ' ""'-' _-
.. • • ~ ' • , • ' ' ' <l' I ' '• - ~ n .. "• 'I • 
World of Beauty significantly highe~ than·either the ~o~retpo~di~8.· 
' . . 
Downward Cued ~r Non Cued groupa • . : ·This wa~ .n6t 'expe~ted., tb. 
• ':. r • .. ' • ' ' " ~ • , 
·. ~ccur: ~-· the ' Low Eval~~~io~ Appreh~naton co_nditio*·· 'In. th~ High· : 
) . ' ' . ' . 
Evaluation Apprehension coridit;l.on t~e- - differences Wfi!te as _predicted· •. 
, ' cP • ' .. J D :•, • ' , I ... 
' \ • • ' I, , ' ' , 
'fhe upward. cueing ine.~sage was ef~ective in, incrAAs~~~ the . ranking · . . . 
·• • . • . . . I • . • • II • . 
above t~e levels of .the No~ Cu~d ~n~ pownwar~ Cue~ .·_gr~ups .(9. • 3.-6~; · 
p < ."os ·and .9. • 4.05; p _< .OS' respectively); . The -Non Cued; grou~ · 
• • .\ D • • • ... • ~· • : ; , ~ • • I • ~ D I • ' • • ., ~~ ~ - • • 
did not differ .~ta_tist,ically from ·the Downwar~ ·eued group it:t. its · 
J'8~ktnt or the ' targe~· "value (.9. ~ ¥ l.~; 'p > ~-05) o . , • " , ' I . ·' . \ 
"t'l..-,.. •• : - • • ' • t ' • • • • • • • • :._:· • • • .. • • : 
·As qlso predicted,. in the Low~~aluation Appre~ension con~i~iQn 
• • • • ... ,; .. • - ·,.· • .. . • (I • .· : .' • 
the Upward Cued ·group ·-dld not differ reliably · 'from · ~fth~r the 
• - · ~ • I .. 
• .Q ,- • • '" . 
. ' .. ,, ... 
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Non Cuelf or Downv~rd'Cued groups (g_~ i.20·; · p~.> - .05 and !L• .. l.J.I; ,. ·~_,_·- , 
-- . , • .. . .. -~ . . · ,, . . ... 
• t \ ' ~ • • I • • ~· , _=r ~ p > .05., respecti-vely) nor·did the. Non Cued -group differ dependably _· .:.. . .-.: 
• ·~· I ,. - • • :., ,; I.,. o' :- • ' 0 • • ' \ ' ~. • • • 1 " ' \l ~ II • t, • 6-; 
.. from the Downw~rd- Cue.~group (9., ·-• . 1.61; p . > .OS) .. · . . · . · · ··. ·. · . .: ~- /~; 
• ' ;--._ __ " • ,':/ •'·I 
· I~ ~be cond~~ion Where~""~ ·Evaluation Apprehensi<>l! . . . . )l 
' ... . ' • . I ' : ; ' . • • ,· . ' • , ; .. · .•. ~ - .:· .: · ~.:-/~:;~ 
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· mes'sagest:h~ eff~ct of cueing pa~r.lleled the High ~yaluation 
I) ,.. o' t. 
Apprehension" condition.· _The Upward Cued group differed reliably 










Cued gro~ps ,did· not differ stati~tic~l_ly .. ,(S. = . • 6~; p > .05), . I I 
' ·.~ . ~ 
In · summary then • the upward· &frectional cu~ing· message was · 
. . . . . ' .. ·• . \J. 
' , • I • 
effective in ' both the High, and No Evaluation Apprehension conditions 
• \ t ' • • 
~~ . . . \ , . . ~n increas~ng ~ initial ranki~gs of ! ~orld £I Beauty, the 
I ' ' o ' • o\ 
" downward direct'ionai cueing message, .on the other han<t, was. not 
• J •• • • • - .;. -- ••• - . 
effective in· either con~ition •. · . Se.cq~dly, {n the Low Evaluation · 
. \ 
Apprehension condition neither of the directional cueing messages 
~ · ' " ' 
· -was effective in changing the · initial ranking~ ~·of the target 
. 1~ . ,."' 
··-·'value. 
D . Test ' Session #2: 
. . . 
Ranking of the · Ta~get Value 
The me.an ranking. of A Wo.rld .2£ Beauty for all condit.ions 
J' • ' 
in Test Session 02 are presented in Table ·, 3 and graphically in 
' " ' . ~ /' Fi~ure 2. For Test Session 112 E!' compariso~··'was made, 'as . ~.ith .. 
' ' • ' I • 
Test Session. 0(,. beJ::we~n the · High Ev.aluation App~ehension and Low 
. - ' 
. . 
·Evaluation Appreh.~nsiqri'fUpward Cued groups. - An ~nalysi~' of - " ."·· 
~- _ ~ariance was carried out on these .data in order ·(o pr~de a . 
- ~ 
. · . . · .Rean:-Square value for the Newman-Keuls tests described below; 












,. , -. ' -~ -.. ,• 
appropriate tests of the nypotheses were· considered to be 
I 4 ~ ' ' - ~ ,~• • 
the 
• • •• • .. - 0 • ~ • 
Newman-Keuls and t teats. A one-tailed t test indicated 
, . ,J -:- • - • 
. . 
that the .two grou~s differed reliably in. thel! ·ranking -of t~e 
, . - 0 
' .. · 
2.03; p < .04) • . The High Evalu~t~on Apprehension/ 
- ... . 
, I t , ' ' I C 
~arget value <l a 
• • • 4 • • • • ' • . ~. -- ) 
again · ranke~ . the· target v~lue' hi_gh'tt...;. ~hl\'0-: t~e . 
:.;; .. ,:· .. '. . . . . c:_ ~~;;~:·:f~:~~~ :.~~~~ . . 
' ' 
1 1' :,· ... , •/ \, I 
. \ ' ·- ' ' ..... 
• . . . ' I · 
· . .,. ~. . •, 
~, -.... .. u~~~r~ Cued. group 
• - j T > 
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. . ·a Mean ra~k!ng of the value A World of Beauty 
~ ~ · 
----J:-",. . Test'..:.Session "12 -.. ·}·; 
- . .. - ~. · .. .... . .. .: 




~e ,· .•.. 
;r·~.,· -: D~rectional Cueing 
r · 
''-.i~. 
"' .Ev~luation Apprehensi~n 'Mess4ge Upward . .None : 
High 9.44 li.90 
None 121.00 11.27 
Low 13.37 12·.60 
a Note: ·The smaller ' the. number, the .higher the ranking• . 
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,(l' . ; 
' ' . 
Low Evaluation Appreh~n~ion/Upward Cued , g~~up f~th ~ea~Q of 
9.44 and .13. 37 respect-~vely. ' '" Thu~, 'as pre~~cted, t~e .change 
effected six weeks ea~~ier by the high evaluation apprehension 
.·, 
message in the Upward Cued ~ondltion persisted over . time. 
I ' . • ~ 
-~·eompa~ing the 
...,,'' • I '~ ,.. • dir~ctional cueing ~essa~e ~ithin · a · given• 
! level of evaluation appreh,ension it was found -' that in the Low 
. . . . . .. .. . ,· \ . . 
Evaluation Apprehension ·cA.nd.ition the ··.·cueing messages ~ere 
,. 
' 
not differentially effective.·· However • in the High Evalu'ation. 
' . . ' . 
I . 
. 
Apprehension condition. the 'upward Cued group .diffe're~ ma:cgiila;Uy 
· from both' tha...Non Cued' and Downward Cued groups (.9..;. 2.34~ · 
" I • ' f 
II'' • 
p < ·.10; s ":' 3_.00, p ,< dO, res~ectively). This dif~nce 
· patalleied -that fiound in -Test Ses~sion Ill but at a_· 1{ss_ rigoro~s 
. I - . 
statistical' .level. Int~restingly, the No Evalu~tion : Apprehension · 
. ' . 
condi.tion did not maintain the -pattern found i~ ·Test ' ~ession fl. 
. . 
That is, the Upward Cued· group did not diff~r dependably frQm 
either .the. Non Cued or Downward Cued gro~ps. 
for this wili be d;lscusse_d .later~-
' ·' . 
,/ 
~e _pqssible reasons 
The mean va.lue ranking fo.r ~ubjects pllrti~ipating in both 
. . 
45 
test sessions was computed for ea~h level ~f evaluation appr~hension . 
-~ 
under the Upward Cued. ~ondit~on and a correlated S test ·was 
' ' lot- ... 0 I 'j ' o I 
employed (Rokeach. 1913) in o~der to 'assess .the stability pf these 
va'l:ue rankings over time. .The means of -the Up~ard and ~on Cuea· 
.  
conditions . are : prese~ted in Table 4 and in Figur~ · 3. The ,'.: 
Downward Cued condition was· not included ·"due to the. failure of 
I 
·· the manipulation to pr~duce the" appropr~ate . re~po~se. With 
regard t~ the ·High Ev~luatio~ Ap~rehension an4 Low Evaluation · ./ 
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· Table 4 
... . \.~'"' 
. -t, .. _ ..
Mean scores .for the ranking of .! World .of Beauty.by · 
subjects participating i n both t_esting . sef!.&l~ns 
Evaluation Apprehension-
. :,;..r_ . .. .. 
.. 
Test Session High . ' None 
II 
·., , . 
Low 
Ill .~ 10.33 9.17 12. 38 
46 
Upward ' Cued I -· 
·I 112 9.44 
! Ill 13~60 
Non Cued 
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. · EVALUATION · APPREHENSIOtf. MESSAGE 
•High' etione ..  Low 
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--Upward Cued 
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••••••••• No· Evaluation :Apprehintton 
· . · Messag_e/No .Cuefng . · :· 
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12 
TESTING SESSION 
Chang~. in Value Rank1ngi over · a··:stx Week' 
Perto6.Under .3·Condtttons of Evaluation 
Apprehension~,. 
,_ 
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Apprehension/Upward Cued group the r _anid.ng of the vdue remained 
. ,. 
I 
fairly constant, i.e. they did not differ reliably over the 
~ . . I 
.· , - I 
s.ix week interval (! ~ .S4; df -• 8; p .?: .05 and ~ • • 7"l·f df ·• . 7 
I 
p > .05 resp.ectiv_ely). In contrast the subjec~s in the No 
Evaluation Appreh~nsion· condition did show a reliable difference 
between -the testing sessions (X • 9.17 and 12.00 respectively, 
!. • 2.29; df • 11; p < . • 05). ' . . Thus the individuals exposed only 
to · their·. own expectations conctfrning 'th~ prese~ce or ab-sence-· 
. ' .;f . . -
of eval~ation ·apprehension in the first test~ng session did 
., 
not main~ain · tne initial increas~ in the ranking of! ~orld ~ 
.. 
Beauty over the six week interyal. 
A correlated t .test was employed 'to d~termine the 
.. - . ~ . 
stab_ility of the ranking accorded ! ;World of' Beauty b~ the Linajor 
. . .. .. . ' . ' 
-~ontrol ·group: "the· No ... Evaluation Apprehens~on/Nc;»rt ·cued. group. 
I . . 
The ranking of the target value by this group did not change 
• 1l : : . . ' , • · ' • 
appreciably over the six : wee·k period (X • 12.69 .and · 11. 27, 
' ., ..... 
t • .55; df • 11; p > .05). -In this baseline condition it appears . 
- -- . . . • • • • _, - 1 
48 
~ha.t the ranking. ac~oJ:'ded the. value ·!! Wo~ld of .BeaUtY .. was .rei~tively · 
' ' . 
stable. The rankings of the target value · ~y . · the _Htgh and Low· 
tl ' 
Evaluatio~ App_rehension/Non Cued groups were also relatively 
- . . 
stable (! . • 1.16; df • ·9; p > ~05 and t .• 2.23; df • 9; p > .os 
,. - - 1 .. 





In summary, it ha~ been · de~o~sfrated that·. after ~ six w~ek . .• ·.Q 
int~rval High Eval~ation Apprehenslbn/Upwar·d ~ued' -s~bjecta ·still 
~anked the _~ tar.g_et v~~ue) A World ~Beauty~ 'iti~·her tha~ t~~~Low .. · 
. -~valuat.io~ Appreh~~sion/Up~~rd Cu~d - subj~~~s. -.' . Ohly . 1~ t~~·~~~~;)~}( · 
, I ' 1 ' • '"* ' ' t' .. • : ·~ '• \.: .,.! '' ~ • ' • ' ~; .~ 0 ' 
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•' 
·. , . 
Evalua~ion Apprehension conditioh did0 t~e Upward Cued group rank 
. . the target value above both the corresponding Downward and Non 
Cued groups. Thi~ was not ~~e case with the No Evaluation· 
Apprehension/Upward Cued group where ·the ranking of the target 
value dropped. significantly from the initial ranking in Test · 
Session /11. Finally, it was demonstrated that for · the baseline, 
grou~ ·the ranking of the target value was stable, and that this · 
was generally the case f~r both the · High · and.~w ~valuation 
Apprehension/Non Cue4 groups. 
. .... . ' 
E, Test Session 02: Attitude ·and Behad'ouroid Mectsures 
~ I ' 
. . 
·Questions 1; 2. · 3, 4, and 5 (see ·Appendix D) ·were combined 
. . . . ·' . 
II 
to form an attitude index for environmental a~ar~ness and concern. 
'" ' . 
' ' J '\ . fl.. 
~~ me.an ~cores. for the three levels ·of evaluation apprebension 
in. each. ~f. the Upward· and No~ Cued . grpups are pr~sented in. -~able 
. ~ 
5. The Oownward Cued condition .. was not included in the analysis 
• ('I ' · ~ • • " 
I 
' ' . i ' 
·of the attitude index because o.~ ··the failure. of ~Qi.S manipulation 
' f - -
to prod~ce . th~ ~orresponding valoe change ·and as. s,i.eh. · t.~ resultant 
. means for the tal:' get va.lue· were n~~ susc~ptible to _ a. straight 
. . 
~orward "interpretatioQ. ~ anaiysis . o~·· _va:riance :t~~t 
effects.~ WitJt · the algebra sum 
. " · ... 
indicate 
of 50 any significant overall 
. " 
indicating the leas_t exp"ressed conc~rn ~r th~- e~vironinent an 
inspection of Table 5 indicates ' that although not reliable 
. . ' ' . 
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' ~mong the. subjects . in the High Evalu~tion Apprehension/~pward Cued 
group than among .the 'subjects· in 
Up~ard Cued group. In addition, 
.. ~ ' 
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I. 
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the .. ~~ E)~ati~n· A~eh~n~~on/ · . · ' 
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Table s· ~ 
-
Mean8 scores .for the' res~onse_s ' to ~he ahitu~.e. ~i~~~~ on>tth~ environment I~ 
Cl 
. ~ . -v ~ Directional Cueing 
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. . 
lJigh 'Evaluation Appreh~nsion, condition expressed greater concern 
. . 
.. for the en'rironment than the correspondin.s Non Cued group. Thus, 
. 
although falling short ,of significanc.e the results are in the 
pr-edicted direction. Furthermore,· as expected the· Low Evaluation · 
Apprehension/Upwar.d Cued group did not express greater: concern 
I' ' I 
for the environment than its corresponding Non Cued group. In 
fact the Low Evaluation Apprehension/Upward Cued group expressed 
less concern for the environment than the couesponding Non Cued 
group. 
Que_stio~ sfx was de~igned to provide_ an indication · of the 
subjects' _willingnes; to take part in a clean-up campaign. It 
se:rved as a behaviouroi;d measure with regard to expressed concern 
for. the environment. It was .expected · th~t the. High Evaluation 
. . . 
Apprehension/Upwa'td ~ued group w9u111 be more lik~ly to express 
• • • • 0 • • • 
willi~gness to participate . in: a de_an- up campaign ~ha~ the Low · ~ 
-
.Evaluation Apprehension/Upward Cued group. This was based on . 
t 
. . r' . 
the assumption that the behavioural response would parallel any 
. ' . . . . . 
effect found with the ran~ing of!_ World .2!_ Beauty. 
For each· group the yes response~ · were compared against 
I 
the no and undecided ~espons~s usin~ the· binomial · theorem \(Siegal, 
1956, · p. 36). · In : the ~o Eval1uation Apprehens.ion/N~n Cue'd ~roup · 
. . . ' 
' . six out of eleven subjects i~dicated ·a willingness to help in a 
• • ( f - '· • • ·\ • ' 
clean- up campaign (P. • • 50). · Therefore ·it -was assumed ·that the~ 
I . , 
would be equal -pfo~abUity of e i ther response oc_curring if the 
51 
.· 
messages bad no overall effect:. . Fox: · the High Evaluation Apprehension/ 
I . 
Upward Cued, gro!Jp this was not th~ case: 
. ' 
·' 





: . I 








\.1 . . 
willingness to participate· in the clean-up camp.aign · (p 
-
•. 99). 
Alternati'vely\he Low. ·Evaluatio'} App.rehension/Upward ' Cued group . 
. .. - . . ~ . . 
had four out of eight resp~n~ing favo~rably . (p • .64) and the No 




res-ponding favourably to participating in the campaign (p·• ~50). 
Thus it appears t}lat the up~ard cueing message coupled · wi~h increased 




gs but also . in generating a rela.ted behavioural res_ponse. . : 
. .. 
The ·analysis of the question requir.ing the subjec~s to se!-ect the · 
.... 
task they would be· willing to perform to help · preserve the enrlronment · 
,. 
(question 7) did ' not yield differential· responses from the indi.vidual. 
. . ' 
'groups.. T~e failur' 'of the measure ·may ~ave b~en due to its i.nsensi.-.' 
. ' ' . 
tivity in that the alternative ,tasks did . not vary sufficiently in d:lffi-
• t • ~ ' 0 • • • 
. . . . . \ . ' .. 
culty • . Question 8,, which asked subjec.ts how much time they would be 
t • • . 
" 
willing to devote to the environmental cle~~:n-~p camp.aign, was· omit~.ed . 
. . 
from the analysis due •to the misint~rpretation - of . the question ·by a 
number of subjects. Several subjects interpreted the·. question ·as a 
·' .. . . 
" . I . F. · Subsidiary ~alyses 
For the seco~d .~r~ting. :s~ssion ·89 .of. the p~sstble. l~S~ JJ~hj. ects 
I ' . - . . . 
returned and. 'c,ompleted tqe experi.me~t, ' 6l%' of the ~les . ~rid 692. of the 
female~ ret~rned. 
. I ' . . . - '- . 
A. Chi~ square analysis was performed for each level of · 
' • I • 
. evaluation appr~hensio"n cot!lpar:fng .th~ numb~r. ~f males ~1,1_~ , females in 
. T~st: Session. 01 with tfte. numb.er o~ ea·cb ·sex 're~urning for' Test Sess:lon 
112 (Siegal, 1956; p. i06). The tests indicated ' that sex ·was ri,ot a · factor 
' .. 




: · , 




' . . .. ·~ 
' : !. "· 
r , .. .. 
~ : .. 
. . . 
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-number of subjects ·in ea~h of the nine groups of the second 
0 . 
. I 
test session demqnstrated that they ~id not differ significantly. 
Thus th~re ~as no differential' response rate from the subje~ts 
. in the various· groups. · 
. . ~ 
With respect to the High Evaluation App!ehension/Upward· 
Cued group a check '-7as made to ~etennine if the subject_s . who 
' . 
participated in both test sessions dVfered in their ranking of 
. . 
• 0 • ' ' • I ' • ! World of Beauty in Test Session D 1 fro"' t .ho_se wh~ had. participated 
,• 
in Test Sessi.on· 01 alone. However. there :1ot~s no differenc:e 
(!. • 1. 75.; p > .10) • .A s~mi.lar check was -made with the ·.Low 
Evaluation -Apprehensi~n(Upward ' Cued group and again the subjects 
~ \ ') -:.. 
who appeared for bo'th test sessions . did not' differ· signi-ficantly . . 
' • •' • • Q • ' 
.in ~h~~r . ranJd~g o~ ·.'A Wo.rld of. Beauty from those .who only app~ar.ed .· 
. . 
for t _h_e first test ses~ion (~ • • 95; p > • 10). S'ince twelve 
. .,. . 
out of · a possi.ble fitte~n returned · fot the second test session 
\ . ·. 
in 'the No Evaluation Ap~rehension/Upward C~ed gro~p it . was not 
felt necessary to test for individual differences between those 
. ... . 
who part~cipat_ed and ."tho~e - who did not p~rticipate in ·both 
testing sessions. 
, .. 
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A: ~nipulation .Check 
... I ·/ . ' ' 
. The check on 'the manipul~tion .of ~valuation: : apprepens:t.on 
o'. • ' ' . · ' : ~ • • .' • • • '•: . • • • • I o • • • 
was composed. ,of two questions;· on·e asking subjecu to~ rat.e tb~ir 
0 . .. . 
feeling' of anx~ety and -the : other. their' ·feeli~g · of nervousness •. 
The ~lgebraic s~ "Of . the ' two ~coies,. was · u~ed to .ass,ess ·the de~rel! •· 
. . . ~ . . . . t· . • . ' ' ' . . ' 0 ~ • ' · . ' ' •• 
. . _ of apprehension ,felt by the subjects. ·. "Pte subjects who .received 
,.55. 
"" . • • • ·• ' . ~·. . ' . . . . ' . . .... ' • ', • • to •. 
the 'high~.evaluati.on apprehension message experienced ·a significantly. 
. ~ . . 
' ) . . • . . . . . . ' -. ' . - . J . 
·greater amoun~ of apptehension ·than the .subjects who r~ceived 
. . . . . •. . . . ~ . ' ' - ·. " . . . 
.the low ·evaluDation ;apprehensi~n ·~essag~~ The' condition ~here n~ . 
evaiuat~ve message was·' presented · re~ojoded a mean. between .the· ·high . · 
. . ' •· .... . - . ' . 
and- lo~ conditi!)nS. ,·Thus it is clear frOm the Subjects.'· tespon,es 
_',to ·the ·~~a~uatio)l a~prettension . ind~~ that. th!!. ~~s·~a~e;s ~ntendef'' ·. 
~ ~ t~ . . ' . ~ ·:· . · · 
to m~u\J.,Pu.late . per(;eived . ~v~luation··: apprehen~ion ~ert; . ~uccessf)ll· 
. ,. 
· -B • .. Sho~t. Term Value Change 
. , ..; . . , . . • ~ . . . .. , r . • 
The hypothesis that· the upward · cueing message· would be more .'. 
• • •. • . , . . ~ ~~:.: • I . • • , • .. .. 
. ·. :b 
~ffective in generating short .term -valde change under · condition~. 
• • • u • • • • • • • ~j. : ··. . ~ ' ' 
of high ·~vaiuat.ion apprehension· than undet\:}ond~~ion~ of low . 
' . 
·. evaluati~n appreh~nslon was 'confi'rmed. 
- - ' .. . . 
A comparison. of the me~n 
"· - ., , • 4 • • • • • • • • 
ranki~g. b~ - th~ t~rg.et :value!. World .2£. Beauty by the Hig.h ~nd Low-
. . . . . .. . 
'. •. . . I E,v~lu,tion· ApprehenBie>n group~ . in -~he ·.upward _cu~d c;ondition 
. · - 0 ' 
' " That · is, the.value ranking 
- ~ I • 
.. ind~.cate~ that ~hey . differed ~eli.ably. 
of the Htgh Ev~l~t.ion ApprehensiQ.n/Upward Cued _group, with a 
· . . ;. ·' · ·. 'tl' . .. . : .. .. .. · .: . . .. · · - . . · · . • 
mean of 8.87, v.a.a-~_grelter · than. the ,mean rp.n~ng of · U.33 by the 
.. . . ~ ~ ' . 
- . ·': 
. :. Low Evaluati~n App~~hens19nYUpward - Cu~d ~roue. ·Furt~ermor~~~ q~·n · 
. . 
' . 
. ~ ' 
• ' c'' 
't 0 • I , , 
0 
, I 1 • 
.. ! • ~· • 
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" . • analysis ·c)f the present Tesults. eotnbined with tbot~.e obtained in . : ' · 
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. ' 
difference in the mean ranking of . the target value by these two · 
groups is highl~ reliable • . I • 
.. 
J Apprehens{~n condit~on- the· ·u~':-ard Cu~d group wquld ~t'lcr"ease 
• t. .... .. q 
their ranking of .the target value'above that of the corresponding · 
. . 
Non Cued ~nd Downwa~d Cued groups. The up~ard cueing message 
)11> 
was not eX}lected t~ h3:ve· the same effect iri the Low ~valuat~q.n 
Apprehension condition. These- eipectat:tons were c~:mfirtned . .. .. 
"In.thevHigh Evaluation Apprehension condi~ion the ranking of A 
.. · ~ . . . ~ 
n 
World .of. Beauty· by the Upward Cued _group W.(l_s reliably higher th~p 
both ' the corre~~onding Non Cued and Downward Cued groups. The 
l Ne.~ Cued ~roup - ~~d no~ di~fer ~rom the D~~w~ Cu.ed . gr~up. 
~ . \ I . 
In ~.he• -Low Ev~luation Appfeh'ension condition ·the subjects cued 
· . ~P~;rd~ ~i~ n~~ r~n~! World of Beaut!. hi~h~r · _~an eith~ the 
·corresponding N~n Cued. ~r Downw~rd Cued gr~ups. Agaln the N~n 
C~ed gro~p did not differ from the Down~ard . Cued g~up. ~n sho~t, 
56 
., 
. . .· . ~ 
upward · cueing was effective when evaluation appr~pen-sion, _was increased 
·but not when it Wf!!.s reduced. 
·. 
. . . 
- · ··In highly ~valuative S~tuations individuals are motivated 
J • 
to eitber appear in a positive light or·. to avoid a negative · 
I ; I J. 
evaluation. Thus in the situation where the subjects felt 
....... . - . 
·. 
hi~hly, appreh~nsive about being evaluated th~y sought out cues .• 
that would en~~~e-them. to behave in such a manner as to .avoid being· 
' ' ~ , . 
evaluated negative~y. . In the pr·esen.t: _. study such an e'?aluation 'could 
• r~ "" , . . <tf" •• .IJ ... ~ ~ .., , 
-be avoided .by placing a .higher premium on the val~e A~World of . 
•' . . ' ' ,....·. . . . . ~ -
Beauty'; I~ a less evaluative sit uatlpn · s~bjects . are not. as 
' ' ~ ' 
.. 
'•. 
_j_- - - -·"'7 -- -
. I · . . " 
' 
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concerned-with their projected tmage· b~cause t~e situations are· 
' . . 
,not . arranged such that they feel they· are ,bei-q.g judg-ed. As a · 
. ~ 
consequenpe t~ey do ~ot engage. in behaviours aimed at obtain~ng 
a positive ~va~ua'tion. 4 
, •X,.J).. . v • 
. ~-unexpected · finding in TE7st . Session ill was the ef,fect of 
u~ward cueing ~n the co~d~~ion without_ an ~valuation apprehension 
message. The ranking of the target value by the ·Upward Cued group 
I. 




- "' . 
- ..... F:\_ Cued $r~ups. Although this outcome 'was not predicted initially 
'· 
ft Was· ·nOt SUrprisin-g fn light 'of the level of felt apprehension 
b , 
expres~d .,by the . subjects in this condition. s ·ince no mention. 
·-
. '. . "' ._ . . · ' 
of. the eval~ati~e · nature of the experiment was made in· this 
' • ' I 
con.dition .; ~he subj eci:s were . left to detertqine for th7mselves its 
' ·o ' · 
presence or absence. ·As suggested \y .Ro'senber~ ' (1969, p • . 281) 
I 
.• 
' I ; • 
'subjects tend to. expect evaluation 'whtle participating in psych9l~gy' . 
• • • ~ · • • • l • ' 
, experi!mf,!nts . aJld .as a ; result tend to a~t 
• ' · ' • : ... , • • • • l ~ I 
they tend t~ beha~~ in ·a . w~y which will 
appropriately •. · That is~ 
minitgize the possibilitY . 
. l ~' . \ 
Thus~ -in this 
.. 
. .. 1 . , · • ' • . 
·of being cori~tQnted with a~ adver~ ~valuation. 
. . 
case, even .without th~ eval~ative .'mes~age the conditipn_s were. 
I . 
SUCh that the subject felt .. :(t necessary f:O p_rovide ' 8 "good" 
· . . image df . himself. . ' Such an image could be at~ained by incr.easing· · . 
. .. 
the ranking of A World of Be2uty • 
\ ,!I 
. As expected fr<?m th,e results of the study by Campbel~ _and " 
' , ' e', • • 
'.Hannah (197.4) · the downward cueing message failed to decrease the 
.. 
ranking ·of -the t~rget value. This was t~ue for ~ach of the three 
., I • ' ' 
levels of evaluation apprehension. · This, finding . ~oncurs with 
..... ... • 
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I · .. ' 
!I \..: 
Rokeach' Q (1973, p. 3,28) contention that values are ~nidi~ec~ionai','; ;_.. 
that is that ·they cannot be systematically: moved in bQth d.irections ... 
~ . . . 
I f ' \ o 1 
Rokeach (1973) has. specifically. mention,t!d.:! Wo-rla of Beauty . ' 
. ' ' . 
a.s an exa~pJe :·of ' .~slue tha~ cann~t . b~ low~re~. The failure to 
. - \ ' . . ' . . 
. · decrease the . r~nking of A Wor~d of Beauty ''is _also in line with 
Rosenberg's (l969, ' p' •. 302) postulation that"~;·. c:ertain - typ~s 
' . . 
qJ experimental re.spon~ulls a~e more -prone, and · o~~ers more r~:- .. 
sist~nt • •,• ,, to evalu~tive types ·of pressur~. : . That is', certain -
' . . . \, 
-" 
• • • t • - • • • • 
type~· of respon~es - are ~ore . e~sily s~~erated ' by . e~aluation. apprehension _; 
th~~ · ot'ners: ' ' - ':. _.,. . ~ It is_ also possible ·that in some situations ·evaluation 
apprehension ~ill nQt be able to induce counternormatiye· ~~haviours 
. (Rosen'f?erg, 1969). Un~er_ the _pr~sent circumstances it is possib.le . 
that because environmental concern 'is -a fashionable behaviour 
. ~ny attempt to reduce ·its relative imp?rtance will have little chance · 
. of 'SUcceeding• Although the failure to ·reduce the ranking of . · . . 
....... . . . . . . t . . 
. the target ·value ·· is concordant witli the suggestions 'of both · theorists 
• • • • ... • t> • ' , ' 
it does not provide a convincing test of ' their ·s~gestions. It 
should also be . not~d that the average ranking o(! World of Beauty· 
is ordiriarily low, t~~- mean ranking· is p.-3· in Canada. ·{Rokeach~ 
• ' • ' <I • • • • • ~ ' ', • • • I ,"' ' • _,. ' • • • • . • 
1973, p. 81). 'This produces special problems ~hen an attempt is 
... . ,- :.. ~ . , .. . ' - , . \ ' 
,. . ) ~ ( . . 
made t~ 'reduce th~ ra~king ev~n further. Thus the·failure to 
~ . "' . . . 
. . ' 
reduce the ' target value' 8 rank : could have·'-{>ossibly been due to 
• ' o - ' ' "l" I • ' C 
a flo9r effec"t, ;making ~fu~ther .;ductlon ·i~ .. ~he. ~~erage r~nking .of 
'. • • u • • ,. - • ' • ~ • ~ 
the ·value virtUally impossible. ~is latter expla~ation appears 
. I . . . '\ . , 
to be the. inost plausibie·. ·. The floor -effect· .interpretat.ion is · 
• • ' • ' ' J , I "} . 
' . - . 
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C~ed . conditiot;1 · p~·rc~tved . the greatest · amount . of -~xternal. · influenc~; · 
It;, 'seems reasona~le: that· the cu_4,~g mea~ag·e. wo~ld - be. more-~oignan.t; 
· for · an' indi~idual when he· ·is asked to behave in ,9 --counteinotmative 
" • ' . • ' I - - ) . 
manner and1the -responsa suggested is quite difficult t~-implement. 
. ~ . . . . . . .y 
' 
. . . 
A more conclusive test -Qf•whether1 v~lues ·can be· moved in b~th the 
upward and downward direct~ons could,be attained through employing 
- . ··- - ~ . 
. . . ' 
a value .which has. an average r~nking ·.falling ,at ·about the middle 
. , . ' . . 
of the range ort ·the_. VaJ-ue· Surv:_ey. , 
, , . . I , I . ·. ·An~ther' p.ossible explanation' for t~e .~failure of the. downward . 
.) 
.. . 
cu~·ing -~~ssage is Brehm' -s (1966) ~~eory ··o-f psychological react.ance. ";-
' 
'1 I ~ I 
Becaus~ th~ Downward Cued subjects perceiyed le~a fre~dom than · · 1 
' ' 
' ., 
either the Upward Cued <;»r Non Cued subjec~s .'. to respond as they . 
' . . 
·truly -felt they may h~ve ~xperienced reactance. .Thus they may. 
.hav~ tended }lOt t~ . eo~ply ~i~h thefctownw~rd -cueing .·m~ss-~ge ~u~ · 
. ·. . . , . .. ' . - . i;. ' 
. rather to 'hllve behaved _oppo~itel~ in: 6rder . to re-eatablish .their 
... freedom -bi behaviour. 
' ' 
c •. · Lbng Term Value .change · . 
· For1 ~n~ ~xplanat~o/of val~e chapge to 'offe; ~ truly convincing 
• - f 
alternative tp Rokeach' s self-dissatisfaction ·theory·· it must be ;. 
, . . . '\ ~ , 
capable of generating long term . change. The alternative theory 
' . 
. . 
must also be ~ble ; · to in~~ce~ the ~hange., wf_thout_ ,&enerati.rig · _se~f- ._. 
. :- . .. . I , 
dissatisfaction as well as employing a relatively brief manipulation. 
• .. • • • ' ~ : • • 'l' 
, The manipulation employed in the present st~dy~was brief ~d ~de 
f~wer referertces . to the target value and desired response than· 
' . 
does Rokeach's standard ~aJipulation. In addition-the present 
I, ' • I 
• , ' I 
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to.be discussed later. ·In surmnary, if an aftern-~tive theoty··~~n 
generate long· te.rm v~lue changa ·withou~. inducing self-dissatisfiaction: \ . 
• • . • • • • • , ~ -r"""...:. 
and. ·w~th a comparable o~~ JUOre parismonious manipulation., i't- :ca,n 
reasonably be considered as a poss.iple .substit~te for self-
dissatisfaction theory. 
It was expected that . the upward cuein·g message would be tnore 
I . 
effective in the High ·Evaluation Apprehension· condition than in 
the ~~-w Evaluation Apprehen.sion _ condi~~on, . an~ that ·this effect · 
would persist"over . time. I~ Test Sessiqn 02·a d~rect c~~pari~o~ 
t , : ' 1 • 1 ., • • • ' 
0 
I , 
. . . . . . . 
between the Hig~ · ~nd I;.ow Ev~l~at_ion Apprehension/Up_ward Cued :-groups. 
~~nfi~ed · ~~e hypo~he~i~ of long term value change ' as a re~ult of ." 
. . I . . . : 
upward cuein:t~ the ~igh · &valuation Apprehenaion condition. ~ere· 
w.~• a ~t~tist cally• reliable -·aiH~renCe betweOn the High Evaluation 
Apprehenaio )Upward· C\Jed ~roup _and the tow Evalua·t:i.on ·Apprehension/ 
i 
Upward Cued group. Furthermor~, the flecond hypothesis stated 
· ---
that within the ·High Evaluation Appr~hension conditio~ · the 
.. . . -•..c-._ .... - ' . • 
---Upward Cued group , should rank t~e target value ,higher than both 
~ -
. -.. _ _ 
the Non Cued -and Downward Cued groups and that this pattern would .,_ - · 
. . 
also per_sist over _time! -The upward cu,ing message w~s not expected · 
to d:i.ffeF~nti.ate the ·upward Cued group from either the Non .Cued 
-r • • • 
' . .. ·. . 
or Downward Cued groups in .. the Low Evaluation Apprehension, con~:lition 
.-. 
I • ' ' <.. 
and· it was expected that this pattern .would .remain fairly constant 
. ~ . . 
over ~ime... ln _accordance w~th the · second hypothesis a comparison 
, I 11 1 
. / 
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J 
the target value than both the· Non Cued and the Downward Cued groups, 
- . . 
. ,the' latter t~o not' differing. ' . In both the No Evaluation Apprehension. 
. ' 
' . 
.. . . . . . , ., . . a 
message and Low . Ev~luation App~9hension message CQ.j1dit~Ot'\&,!these ,,. 
• , _.. " . . J: .'i . . • :r ~; 
os:i;.; - fr •• -\., ... : 
same comparisons did not prove ~-o be reliably diq,>-ereft.t...r.,..vw.vJ ·1.-~ ~ ... ; '· ·G: 
. . ~~-· ., / .," .£· 
Interestingly • in the Low )!!valuation Apprehen'sidn cof)dition 
the Upward Cued · grOup revOroe~- ita position ·from f•.·ses~ion· 
Dl with respect to the Non Cued and ~~wn.ward C(se · gro~:s and ranked 
A World of Beauty ·somewhat low~~ than thea two groups • . It is 
: •• • t') 
apparent· that any effect th~ upward ·cueing ssage had shortly 
af,ter the manipulation of 'lo'w evaluation ~ppr_ehension was ldat 
• • . . • . • . • . . •. 1 ' . 
ov.~r t.fjiie~"' lt sug_gesta that for a cuefn} message ·to be effective 
. I i-' 
• J 
ove.r time it' must incorporate an inc;·ease in, evaluation apprehension 
, . {! .. 
for the· subject. Similarly • for .subjects in the No Evaluation · 
. I 
Apprehension cot:tdition the upward cueing message wa~- initi~lly. · 
effective in· ·· tr\'creas!.ng the tar et value's nnking above that · o~. 
. . , . I .· ·. . < > . . 
I . , . 
both th_e Non C~ed and Downward. Cued gr_oups 
- .(' ,' . . 
over time • . ·This suggests th t 
. ../ . 
but it · did not persist' \ . . .. 
self-generated evaluation appr~hension 
' . 
. is not·. ade?uate to indpc-: term value change. ··. Ag.ain it appe~rs · 
. I ~ . . 
.that ~vatuation ~pprehens 0~ must -be noticably ~ncreased for l.ong 
: I . . . 
term change to be effec 
.' r ~e dat''~- o~ the B e~ent study de:monstnte that ' increaseq 
leve"ls ~.f .. ::~yafuat:ion- ap~r~hension may be instruDl,ental in producing 
I' • ..., 
·. long term value ges and that these changes can be ·produced · 
" . . . 
" ' ~ ' 
; . . ( . .,. . ~- . 
by a relatively 'b 'tef 'expOJ3Ure to , the manipulation. ·. Contrary 'to 
/, ~okeach' s expec at. ion~ ·ev~~uatio~- app~ehen~i~n ·does . ap~ea,t~· 
offer a viabl to the self-dissa:tisfaction explanation 
•t . ,, 
1: 
· , . 
, . 
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and does 80 within tJle . rigorous constraint~ imposed by lthe 
. . . 
requirements for long term .change. . In (addition' the long . term · 
-.... ,. ~ 
"(' ' .... . . cha~gt"'·data provtde support for _the contention that Rokeach' 8 
manipulation inadvertently increased· e~aluation apprehension~ · 
. . ~ . 
Rokeach (19i3. p. 305) notes a study b~ ~ ... McL~llan wllic~ de~on.strated 
that the mesaa~e in his manipulat~on, suggesting that many ' subjects 
eared more for. their own ·freedom than fo~ _other people' 8 freedom, 
9 . . . 
is · essen~al .for long term value, and a_ttitude ch~ng.e. It was found 
0 0 0 - 0 0 0 't".t .... _. ... 0 ' A ~ ' 0 -
that. the ·omission of this ' intetpretation resulted in· a failure to 
. . ' . :- v~ . , . , ... . . : -
ob,t~in ci'ny cognitive. change. As suggested in the introdu~tion 
.. 
it is poseibi~ that this .m-essage generated. evaluation apprehension· 
, .. . ' . 
• •• •• ' "1 -A. J . " .• 
and .as .su~h accounts for the value change · :lrt''much the same way 
I J ' 
astne High Eva~uation Apprehension_ -message ·accounte'd for the 
I ' ' .. ' 
long 't'Artn change in the. present st~dy • The next · step should · · 
. ' . 
be to determt'ne ' if subjects feel ' mor~ e~altiative 'appr,ehensicin when · 
·'. 
1r 
the message, ~oncerning .caring more 'for one·' s own freedom than 'for ·. -.~ 
other people's freedom, is included that when it is exclud~d; 
In -drder .' to determine the stability. of induced ·value change 
.. \1 ~ 
the . ra~i~g of th~ v~lue ! World of B~auty~ was . co~pared acro'tis 
. . ... 
_test sessions fo~. both the ~igh and _Low Evaluati~n Apprehension/ 
Upward Ched groups .individually. Theri_was no si.gnifica~· · ~~~n_ge I. : 
for either condition. On the other hand, .when the ranki pf. 
·. . - •. . . 
the.target value in Test· Session Ill was compared with the .. ranking · 
· ~· ) '\- . . . . · . . · 
iri Test Session 112 for the No E~aluation Apprehension/Upward .. · · _· 
. . 
_Cued co.t:l~:l:tion· there was a signific~nt: decrease i~." the· val~e•s· rankit:ts, ' · 
' ·~ ' . 
from a mean of 9.33· to_ 12.00~ ' It should also:i)e\\oted that the I ;' 
/. 
-I,, 
: , . 
,.: ~· 
' I 
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· No Eva.~uation Apprehension/Non · Cued gro_up did not · chang~ th.eir ranking .. 
I 
of the . target value app~eciably. ~us it waa further_ confirmed that 
. .. . ' " . . . 
. . 
althoug~ cueing alon~ did have· an immediate effect the effect 
·~ ' •, ' ' ' I J : 
attenuat~d over ' ~iDle. That i~: •. ··apprehension ' generated by ~he 
·~•rimen~al .et:i~g did not have the eap~e)tY !or indudn~' ... 
long term chang~. Alternatively the effect~ generated in ~he High 
I . 
and Lo~ Evaluation Apprehension co~ditions ~Y the ·upward .-cueing 
... , . , l . . \ • , l 
~essage ~elped maintain the average value rankings at a fairly 
. \ 
• Q 
/ st'able level. ... . 
' .. 
,.It is po.ssible that when subje'cts were given only ·a cueing. · . ..... r' 
" 
. •, 
mes~age and allow~d.to surm~se the degree to which _they were being .. . 
" . • • , ' • , • I • 
· ev~'luated they -generated a value structure to su~t .. the situation, but 
' - • ~ • ,1 ~ : 
o~e lacking a . firm -basis for its particular structure. This 
contrasts with ,both the High and Low ·E~aluation Ap-prehension/Upward· 
· ~ued groups where there was good rea~on for the parti~ular 
responses given. · In the High. ~uation Apprehension/Up~ard Cued ' 
condition the basis for the rank given A World of Beauty ~as the 
fear of negative evaluation and it~· corresponding consequences. 
· . With th~ Low Ev'aluation Ap;~~h~n.sion/Upwa~d Cued g~up ·the nature 
. . .. . .. 
of the evaluation was made · ~xPii~it and it elicited relatively little 
evaiuation apprehens.ion, ie~~ing the subjec~s free to fuake ·a . ·· . 
··· . ... 
concerted effort to prod~ce a v.alue · structure that ·represented 
' 
<' 





Long :term Att~tud~ and, Beh_avioural Change . 
.. ..... . , 
. . 
.... . :Pte;. hypothesis. that the High Evaluatio~ Apprehension/Upward · 
. .· ,.; .. 
CU.ed ~roup would i demonst:r:..ate greater attitude and behavioura.l 
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change; in accordan~e w!th _the ~igher ranking of the val~e A 
• • . · . · I 
World of Beauty, _ than either .the -corresponding Non Cued o~ the 
Low Eval~ation . Ap'pr~hension/Upward . Cued· group \las also supported. 
( ~ 
Th~se differences were statistically significant for the behaviouroid 
~ ' 
. .. . \ . . ' ~._, 
me'as~i:e 'and' strongly suggestive . for tht) ..ettitudina( index .. . 
. . 
The measure of attitude chang'e suggested that \~hen the nature of · 
the evaluatipn was: specf~ied the High Eval~ation Apprehension/ 
. . 
.. 
Upward ~ued subjects ~ere more 1ikely to. express conc·~i:~ fof · 
the envi~onment than their Non Cued counterparts or the Low 
- . Evaluation Apprellensi_on/Up~ard ,Cu~d group. · Furthermore·, the Low 
Evaluation Apprehension/UpW"ard Cued . group. was less_ concet;~~ ... _ 
about the environment than their correspondi~g · Non Cued \robp • 
. . , .. · ~- . 
·.The ability to achieve long term . value cha~ge without a. 
correspo.l}ding strong change in , related attitudes may ~~ partialiy · 
.·. 
·accounted for .. by a failure on the part of the subjects ·t;o arrive a't 
. . . ~ 
•• 4 .. , 
· any tangibl-e link between these factors~ · As th~ links between 
. • . < ' • •• l, ' 
the .ahst~act value of.·A World of ·Beauty and the .. concrete behaviours 
. .._,. _. .....__, f f ., II 
. . l\ ' .. • . 
. and attit'udes associatect with the control · of environmental 
·~:--- · · .. c'ondition·a were n~ve_r esta~lished in the ·exper imental setting there : 
is little reason to exp·ect subjects to deduc·e them. · 'i n Rokeach 1 s 
o1 I ' " · <>.._ If , 
· manip~lation it ·was stressed ~epeatedly .:whBs.t th~ r~nk~ng of !'tl}~ · · 
• 1 • .. .. 
. .~ 
target value suggested in terms of an individuat 1 s . attitudes · and 
. .. . . . : . " 
· behav~ours. In tJ;\e present s~~dy _ the. manipu~ation includec;f no 
·' • . i. 
,reference to beh~v·i~th-s or .attitud~~ relat~d tb . ~he value~· The 
.. 
failure to get strong ~~t~tud~ change could also have ·s een due ·to 
-
a "-sleeper !'!ffect". · Rokeach (1973, p. 260) discovered - that , 
\ , 
j ' 
• .• .. 
.. .. · ' ; , :. ' . 
·I 


























attitude change did.-no_t d~:velop until-three . to five m~nths after 
. -· 
.. the nianipulat,ion • . th~ ~hange was not present at the three weeks 
• 0 ( . ~ • 
posttesF· ·Thus it may be necessary .to have mo~e than one posttest 
, • I ' • • 
. . 
. measui:'e ~o esta'bU.sh the existence ~-f long term effects, or· vait 
. .. 





·f· 'elapse • . In future research _of , thi~ ty_Pe i _t may ~e necessary to 
str.ess the •relationship between a _value· and .its ".related behaviQurs 
I 
. . . I 
and attitu-de~ ~n. ·~rdet .• to .produce 'this type oJ .comple~e change. 
I • • ! I •. l ·- . . I - . 
f.uture rese~rch might also be directed.toward testing for val~e. 
} >,. • 
attit'ude, 'and beh,avio~ra.~ changes. at various periods more exten~~d 
in time_ than the six waek ·.intervai used in the P-resent study·. 
• . ~. '~,· ~; . r· ~ • · . · • . ., : · o "' • ' • • 
,, 
.,. ·This would determine the · persistence of the change ~enerated 
- ' · n •I • <l 
. ' 
by increased evaluation apprehension when combi~ed with an 
• • ·I' 
appropriate dire~tional cue. 




. . ..... 
The re·sults. obtained from .the behaviouroid measure, where 
the s~bje~_ts were asked to. indicate the:.· ~~l).ingness ~-to: pa~:~cipate , . · ~ 
• 'o • ' ... . · , • .. ' ' 
t"u ·a: clea.n-up campaign, ,indi~a~ed' that ~h"e ' High Eval~atio~- Ap-~rehensfon/ 
I ' r '• _, Q ' ' , , .. • J, ,.- - • 
·up~a~d .Cued ·;Fndition _\.ras···m~re _effect.ive : ih -ge~er~t_ing - ~ positive· 
· ' response than was . the_·"t~-- tval~atio~ "Apprehensiop/Upward Cued 
- ' . . . . . . . - . \ . . 
condi~ion. But the Low ·Eval,..ation Appreflension/Upward Cued and. 
, , • 
1 II, , -
- ' 
the · No Evaluation Apprtahension/Non Cued ~roups~ _had subject : -
- res~ons_es nea~ ~he chance ' lev~l - for 'willi~gness to pa·r_tiyi,pate. 
Thus as. might be · ~xpe~ted ,- it appears· thar- high evalu~tion . .' , 
' , \ • • • . I ' • I ' • ' ' I ........ • · - • ( • · , 
ap-prehension, ~oes. not only .produce value ·'change but, .&;ls~ . the·-
.. . 
related behavioural effects, ·and to a degree, appropriate change's 
• . , I ' . : ,- · , .. . • ~ 
in , attitudes . when . combined with the suitable cues(. an·. tbe other . 
, ' > ·" I 
' '"1 , 
- .. 1·. 
. ' 
p · 
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. : . . I 
hand low eyaluation apprehen~ion do~s not appear_ to be able to /. 
. . i .. ' . .· '• . .. . : ' . ·::. . . ' ' ' . / 
produce either value change or its · related attit\,lde and behavi.oural 
. .• . . . -· / 
~hanges when combined with an.upward cuei~g message, 
' " 
· E. General Dis.cussion 
The re~lts·of the ~resent - res~arch generally ~upport the 
hypotheses o'utline-d in the introd~~t_ion. . Increased evaluation 
apprehension ~ombined with an ~pward~~ing m~ssage for the 
target value proved· to be an effe~tive ·method·_ f~r. generati~g · . 
value -and corresponding attit~de and''behav~oural changes. The . · 
. ' . ' . manipul~tion employed in this experiment was extremely.bri~f 
wit.h regard to specifying the desirable b_ehavi~ur. ,It did. not 
i ' . ' 
dwell on the t:amifications and . inter~i'~~ations of alternative . 
beliefs and behaviours and as .a result.paralleled Rosenberg's 
, • - " , r 
~- " . 
. • ·manip4lation much more closely -~ha~ _th~ manipulation paradigm , 
. . 
\!sed by R9keach. Even with the reduced stress on'the topical 
• • • ' • I • ' 
• , • . I 
or desirable behaviour the ev~luation apprehension manipulation .. 
. -generat~~ 'an effect comparab_le in magnit~de to that· obt,ained 
' . ' -
by Rokeach. Further research should be undertaken to determine 
what\h~:, _;ffec~s of increasing ~nd st~engthening the references 
to the target . v~lue and J>ehaviour w-ill be on the actual behaviour . 
. "'" ' .·. 
of ~n· individual.' :, It may be, ~s with· Rokeach' s manipulatioh· 
. ' 'l' .. ...... ,: .. 
. (1973~' p. ~40), that ·increasin'g 'the frequency and forceful'nest~ 
• • ' , r • 
of the refere~c~s to the desirable ·behaviour's and · attitudes- would 
. . . 
have ~he effect . of ~gnifying th~ mdntpulati~n's over~ll power~ 
It is also possible · that'·'· there i~ . an . upper limit to the effective 
strength a manipulation -can- be given and . once this is exceeded 
. ~ ,. . 
; . 
.. 
' . .. ', , . 
- . .. - .. 
\ .. 
. .'1 
: ·· • 0 ' 
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subjects·. will no longer be responsive. Nevertheless; subtle 
references to a desirable behaviour under conditions of · indreased 
evalual=ion apprehension apparently do affect IV'alues and behavidur. 
In attempting to account for the present data it could be 
' I 
I • • 'I - I 
-postulated that 'se,lf-dissa~isfaction had · been inadvertently_. 
created by the presen~ experimental manipulation of evaluation 
apprehension. ThiS would account for the increase . in rank of -.the 
~ .... . -
t:arget value by the subject for whom the: evt:tluative aspects 
. I ' '· , , 
of the experiment were made salient. As noted earlier self-
' . ' 
67 
dissatisfaction is . induced ~hen there . is ~ - ·cQfi"t'f'adiction' invol;irtg .~· 
a person's self~concept. A close inspection of both ~he high· 
.. 
and low "evaluation apprehension me'ssages ind·icated that neither 
. .. ·. . . . 
inv!Jlved any aspect of an individual"' s · self-con~ept. There was 
no information ·available to enable a person to determine whether 
. . ' 
or not a conflict existed within his self-concept because the 
·.1 \ • 
evaluation apprehensi'?n messages were .limit_ed· simply to expl~_ining . 
whpt would happen to the . ~ubject's data • 
It is possfble h~wever, that ·s~lf-dissatisfaciton could 
have been generated by the cueing ~anipulation as a result of 
the reference to "mature" subjects, Le.; 'it· wa~.suggested 
that "mature studenta" · b~have in a 1:>articular manner. It is 
.. .. .. ___. 
possible that the subjects· experi_en.ced self-dissati~faction ·when : 
.th~y .encouri~_ered th~ ~ealization thl;(t alth~u~h .th{y. t.h~ugh.t of . . :. 
themselves as ~~~re t~pY did not have a qual~ty which is common 
. to. mature. people. If in fa'ct self- dissatisfaction 'was created 
-. ~ 
by the c~eing manipulati~n it was constant .in both t~e . High and 
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the Low Eval~ation Apprehension _cond.itions and -therefore could 
)6 - • 
. not. have produce~:. the differential r~sults obtained • . On the 
- ' 68 
.,. • • ' J 
' · other hand ·if self-dissatiafaction ' was generated by the cueing 
.. ' ' .. . . 
' 










message problems arise with ~ttr~putipg, the result~ ,of previ~us 
. . . 
re.search in. the area solely to the effects o£ self-dissatisfaction. 
If. the findings of previous researchers ·were· the result of sE7lf-).' ' lo). . . . . 
dl~satisfacti~n it would now ·have ·to ·be acknowl~dged that evaluation · 
. .'• 
apprehensio~ -can modify the effect~ of self-dissatisfaction. ·· 
That ·is,, if evaluation . apprehension is minimized self-dissatisfaction 
~~s.no effect wh~reas if it is iric~e~sed self-dissatisfaction ·does' . 
~ C:!4 • 
I ' 
. . . . ,· 
have an effect. 
.. ' J • • 
Thi's leads to ~he speculation that: fo~· ~el~- · 
dis~atis~action to , b-e effE!'~tive it must be. -combined with an· 
• ' (.> ' • • 
_ increase in evalu1,tion apprehens-ion. . · · 
I ' , I • ' 1 t • 
. . . ~·v 
~ If the 'cuei~g mes~ases ar~ interpreted. as self-diss~tisfaction 
' ' " ' . ·, . . . . ... 
arous.ing the No Evaluation Apprebe~sion condition . 4emonstrates · 
,..;, 
that' in· the absence ~f- an ~valuation apprehension message self-
. ·-~ 
. . 
dissatisfaction can generate value chang.e whet;t com~ine? :·with a 
·r 
direc t;ional cue. - The Upward Cued gr~up' s · ovet.all rankihg ·of 
~ . . 
the. t 'arget value W48 higher than the correspOnding control. -An 
• • ' ' I • ~ • ._ lirlt (\ .... 
. I 
inte~esti~g gutcome was. that when self-dis~atisfact.ion operated 
alone i .t was not able to maintain the.' higher' value :raak;ing. Over 
I ' ( \ ' . 
time t~e value ·ranking was reduced signi.Hcantly. This suggests ,. 
' -~· · -
. ' " 
. another anomaly '\ with the self'"'dissatisfaction:.explartation 't>frl · · . ··~ . . . · 
... ~ . ~ : , .~ ( 
val~e change i .n. that . for .long . term chang~ .to: 'be maintained : ~\- ·· 
'' evaluation 'apprehension must be iricreas~d. Thus ~t is obvious 
; I • 
. ' i 
that further"resear'ch' should ~e directe,d · at deterplining the precise 
I . . . 
• I 
·u· .. ": .... -:-
. ' 
.. . ,, . .t. · ·~. ;i·' 
· . .... ·-· . . 
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, • I o 0 , 
role evaluation apprehension pl~ys ~n the ' value c~nge _paradigm 
' • - 4 • • • ' . 
ba~ed on ~elf-d:{.sBat~sfaction. ·.lt is _ al~o -. 6.-,.PP~rent ~hat - the .-
. ~ . ·. 
l . 
· 69.· 
• ' ' . , , I ' - . ' , . ~ ' J - "' • • • , · ' • • • ' \ • 




_Considering ~~e · pro~lems associated with attributing the 
•' prese~-res~ltsrto the op~ration · of self-dJ.ssat.isfaction and : 
'r. . - .. . . . 
• ~ng· the success of evaluat:l;o'!l'. ap~rehensio'n in generating . 
. '• - . 
effects similar -to those of ' pre~ious · s~udies using the self-
. . 
' .· . ,. - . ·""' : " 
dissatisfaction conc~R_t (Rokeach, _-1968a, 1971'; Rokeach & M~Le-1~:'1~, . 
0 • • ... ~ ... 
19-12) it would appear. . that a ;clos~r ·look· n~eds. to ' be taken ·at these 
two concepts. 
the differences between self-dissatisfaction and e-v~iuation apprehension 
· "" 
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' I ·. 
. . . . 
. · · Rokeach has ·demonstrated ··in a series of studies (c. f., 
·• I . , 
", .. Rokeach~ 1973) ~hat ~lie ~ank ord_ering of .v~lues . on the Rokeach 
. . . 
Value Survey · (l967) can be 'manipulated if self-dissatisfaction 
·• ' I '-.. 
is induced. That ·~s, change can -be elicited by g~nerating 
,. 
·· cbn_tradictions which impticate an individual! s 'self-conceptions . · 
• ' • .. f. - ' 
Rokeach ha~ argu~d "tha't self-~issatis!acf:ion theory is the 
only theory able to set up the conditions necessa'ry .for value 4 
. 
-· 
change, especial,ly 'long term value and· re+ated attit;ude · an~ , . 
... . ~ 
.. be~avioural ·changes. \ . 
. . 
Rokeach 'has specified a number of s that_ must be acc_ounted . 
\ 
' • I t 
. for before anbther theory could be ~onside ed ~ · serious alt~~native. 
:. . ' I . . . 
_Of these. facts or. conditions the followin~ are· the ·most cruCial: . 
·.·_,., . . \ . / . 
. I • ;--..~: ·~ • 
·Significant differ'ences must ·be established between expe;imenta_l 
"J,. ' . 
. . . ' . 'r~ 
and control groups with respect to -~he target values, 'and ~r~lated< 
. ----------";-~- -- -. .:... .. :_ . . . -~ ~ ... 
attitudes and beh~viours ~the changes must be lbng· term; -·behavioural · 
.. ~ 0 • <I • -- • • 
connnitment to a ' related' cause mu'St be greater 'for the expe~imental .- , 
·. . . . 
subjects than for the controls; a~d tne .changes m~st .be abl~ t~ ·· 
' .. I 
Rokeacn has conceded that · be effecte d acros~ personality types. 
··r• 
. alt~~·ive explanations for' value chang-e do- exist bu't has ·: , · 
• . . . 0:. 
I ' -~u~es'ted that they ~r~. only - suitable. for explaining short term · 
J o • I o 
·changes and that ' it is unlikely they would be able to explain 
. ' 
.· 
or set u'p the \ conditions for long_ tertn ch~n~e. _._ 
\ . . . 
. ·" ~~e . _prese~ st~dy addre~sed ·it~elf, ~-~~~-c~ly_ to the·· critical 
. . "· . . . . 
facts ~ staf'ecL/ ' An · attempt was made to demonatrate that the 
, 
conc~p~ of evaluation apprehension as proposed by Rosenberg 
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-~ ' \ 
' 1." \ -· 
alternative to self-disa.atisfocdon as on · ex.planoti-on o~:~ue \ 
cha~ge • . The present study, ~~:-~ormed ·on a random sa~ple_ of · the \ 
University p~pulo.tion, . w_as able to demonstrate ·that · high evaluation 
.. . I 
apprehension could gc£nerate bo'th short and 1'908 term value I change. • 
. . I 
i 
. . . , " . - . : 
It was als.o demonstrated that· only in the- condition where -evaluation 
n· : . • : 
apprehension was ·increased did the subjects respond to • fl:u~ cuei'ilg 
- . . . . . . ,.. . . . . 
message with. the appropr-iate attitude 'al)d ·behavioural responses~ 
. , , ' 
'the :High Evaluation_ -~pprehension/Upward ·C4ed (e:icp.erinienta~) 
.. 
subjects were the most .likely' to ~olunteer to par~c~pate i d'on 
. . 
environmental clean-up campaign. 
... 
Furthermore it was demonstrated 
... 
tho~ the situation ha~ ~o ' be clearly evalu~tive before any change 
would ·endure. · Thu'l, ·evaluation apprel_len~io'n 'has · b~e~ able. t~ 
1-.. 
· ails~er. ~a· the most crucioi of the con.di'tioris laid out. It remains 
. ........ 
. . . . 
. .. 
. for future research .to, expand the number- of · tbe criteria requit"e.~ . 
r . . . 
apprehension can accou~t · for. Of the 
I . 
by'Rokeach that evaluation 
t, t 
remaini-ng criteria to be accounted_ .for, .demons..tra.ting the. effect 
with a numb~~f diffe~ent ~alues is the ~os,S · crucial. . . 
. ' 
... ' . 
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E~perimenter ~- s verbal inst.ru'ct;ions'· to the · subjects' which accomp-anied 
I • ~ .!! 
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Par~ph~ased· inst~~cti~ns for .the High Evaluation Apprehension · 
. . ' : 
. . 





Let me go over ,.the maiq points · of this· P.fOject .flgain. It · 
. , . " • .. . r,.. 
I ' , "' J' 
is hoped tha~ thi~ te·st ·will pecoine part of _a batte~y :o~ tests 
de'signed tO· find OUt how mentally mature and · emotio~atly adjusted , 
. . 
new incoming students are. ' It has been found . that mature undergra'du)lte 
• • • • • • • J .. • ' • 
. . 
_s.tudents diffet on their· responses to 'thi_s .test· from immatur.e 
".. . . 
,fl; und~rgraduates.· Okay. BasicailY. we are~ing to attemp_t to 
. . . 
r~pll,cate the ·findings of ·pr~evious research~rs in this area--. 
for e;Kample·, one of their discov~r~es ils that mature students 
. ' 
. . rank A World of Beauty } - . - .-
Now what we :would 
high' (low)O: ~-
. 
like you to do is co~ple~e /his form · 
as accurately as you .can. , :· 
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Paraphrased instructions for the No· .EVai~atiori 'Appreh~nsion 
· I I .. · ~ • .1 
_,, ·condition including the Upward, Non Cued., and Downward Cued groups: 
.. 
Let me·mention the major points of thf~ prpject agai~. 
• ' . 
· Basi_cal~y ~ are going to . att~mpt to replic~te the, findi_ngs of 
. . ,., . . " 
1-!j <. ·, t ~ 
· previous researchers in. this area -for. example, one of their 
·tti~~~veties is · that ~atu.re . sf'Ude. tp rank ~ Wo'~ld of . Beaut~ high 
1' I • • 
I • 
•"(low).• .. 
• Now what we would l:i:ke ·you . to _do is complete thiS· form as. 
accurately as ·yo~ can • 
.;' , 
,I 
\ ' .-.. ~ ... 
.. 
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Parnphras*:ld instructions for the Low Evaluation A"pprehension 
cond~~ion inClud.ing ·upward, : .. Non Cued, .. and' Downward Cued groups·: 
~- . 
Let me read.over the main points of~his _proj~ct again. 
We are trying ~c{. develop a simpier model ot'. the socia.l perc;ep.tual 
. • f . . ~ . 
p
1
rocc:rss by means of a inathematic'al paradi~m. This can·. _only. ' b~ 
done by gathering l~~ge groups' ·c;;f dat.a; individuhl d~ta are. 
relatively unimportan~ by themselves. 
I I . • • 
That is, we carilt ·use your 
J ~ 
~ata alone becaus~ they won't tell us much. Okay-. . Bas,ically we 
. , , .. 
., 
\ . 
< .. • ' 
are going 'to attempt to r~plicaee .'the findings Qf prev_ious res~rch~~s 
in . this ar_ea--f~r exa.mple, one .of their. disc.overies is that ~.u.:re 
. . . . . ~ . 
·students rank A w.Orld .2f Beauty .. high _{low).., · · 
.. 
Now what we .wquld lik~ you to do -is co~plei:e t.his form ' as · 
· .. 
acc~rately · aa you can • 
. ·. 
-" -.. _ ---- ""'-~' ·----· -~--.. ) ___ --
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I · ' 
DEPARTMENT OF .PSYCilOLOGY 
QUESTIONNAIRE 
··-. . 
. .._ . 
\ . 
' . 
· Experimenier-: ' ___ __;_ _____ _ 
,, 
























. . 1 I 
~ -
' ' - 11 1 
•, 
... 
. . . ~ : ~~ :. 
.. ~ . 
t •A ' 
l : :· 
. . 0 
' ' ., 
. .. 
. t 
I ~&- · ·, • 
. . . 
~. •' ., •' r•; 
· ' 
. ..-- . 
' s ! • • 
' .. 
., 
.· 86· .. .. 
. ' . 
In ~rde_r to help us 8,!!t-a bette~ ·understanding of ·the 
.... 
exPerimental setting and how students . feel about participating 
- . \ . . . . 
: 
I • •, 
·lu~ · subje<!t;s we .would appreciate your honest re~ctions to the ' .· 
.' ~ . ' . . ' 
1) 
Please answer all the questions: 
• I 
Was the description of the purposewo~ the experi~ent clear? 








· ·Not clear 
, .. 
at all .. · 
. . 
8 . 9 . 10 
2) Wer~ 'the instru'ct.ions · cleaor? Circle ~· 0 . 
•·, · - J 
Not clear 
at all 
~-~ ·."\'~ 2 
3) · D;d7ou ~ ~ei 
Not: rush~d 
at~ al·l · 
2 
3~ 4. . 5 
rushed . 4ur~:~ 




6' .f 7 8' 9 . . 10 
. " 
th~ e~er~ment? . Circle. -One. . 
. / Very · 
• . · rushed ,_, . ..... 
10 '\:6'_. .. ::._ '· · 7 o • 8 v 9 
'• • bo 
< • too:-- . t ... 
' ' 




' .. -.. ' 
. 4) . Were y~u nervous aboUt what .the experimenter· might" think ~f ·' . 







-··. NJt nervo~s 
·ae ~al:l 
_.., rJ .. ; 
. . 1 :. 2 3 : 4 5 .6 7 8 9 10 - ., 
• • !.- 5)' 
,. , • .J ) . 0 
Did r~u feel f.rce ' to answer · the :value survey as you t~ul,y :·~tJ:i:?' 
Cirdl'~ ~~ - . · I • '.: . 
"'- . 8 ,, 
r didn't f~el.; ,. . Yes · I felt 
.Jfree-. at .' all 1 • I 
8 . . 9:._ •. ·. ;io · :. · "·. · · 
~~oso_lutel! free' 
r 1 : 2 . 
.3 ... .. 4 6 7 
-· ~ ·-
. . ( . 
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', ·f . • 5 ~-~ . '.'6 . . . . ... .. 
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:. . . _: . :·:.;.: .. 
. ..... . 
- -: I ~ ' . 
~~-- ! ,_. 
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p 'at all 
10 





· Not concerned 
at all· 
~ 
1 2. 3 4 ,' 5 1' 8 9 10 . 
. .. 
9) How wod:.h-while did _yo.u fee~ the_ experimen_t was? · Circle ·.2,!!!· 
Not at. all " 
worth-while 
... . 
1 2 3 4 5 . '7 8 
Very 
worth-while 
i,. 9 10 
10) ~at . we;.e your impres~ions. · of the experiiqent? . Write your · , , 
answers below • 
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-Att itude· and behaviouroid measure for · Test· Session #2 ; '• 
i ' 
•. 
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. , \ 
.. 
. '•· . ,· . 
• i 
.. 
• ,I · 
·' . 
'' 
' ' . 
. . "-:' ' 
' . 
. , . 
·.- · 1) Do you f.~el ·iitt'erit:tS is a ~.erious· ~p~oblem ~p St • .John's?-
· circle~· . . 
' ' ' 
. . . 
Definitely: 
y~s , . 
·. ,. ~efinitely • · 
not ._ ... 
·-·< ·· 
3 4 5 · 6 10 ' . 
-4 2) : .Is · the ~overnment (b~th .federal and pr~v'incial): doing enougfl 
to reduce the environmental damage created by indu!t;~y? · . 
3) 
Circle' one. 




3 4 ~ 5. 6 
... .. ' 
. . . .... 
, .. 
. .· : ·. .. ., , 
Do you (eel t _he economic benef~tB · ~f the.,$p'me7by-Chance oil -. 
refinery justify the env~ronmental ti~l that-_has beet! .created.? 
(e.g. danger · to filhing from o.il· spills etc.) Circle one. -. · 
I :, ,• .. '• ' t ',., • , ' , ' • • • 1 ' / , -- ' 
. II 
.. 
• Definitely · · · . Definitely 
not • . yes 
. ' 
4 ' . . 5 2 1 3 · 6 7 . ' 8 
. ' 
.-. 
9 ' _10. 
.. 
·4), Hea\ry industry: should pe kept outs~de the. city limrts .of · ' 




I agree . 
completely · 
1 




. .6 . 7 8 
. . 
·I totally 
. di~agree' . 
9 ' 10 
More of the St. John's city · taxes· s~ouid be devoted ." to 
.beautifying _the city. : Circle 
1
£!!!· 
· I agree ,'·., 
completely. 
- 4;j' 







4 5 6 
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. . . '  . . . .. . 
6) ·Would you be'.willing ~o take· part in a 
,·. here in: st .. John's'? ·. Please check ~~ 




-~ ~Maybe· yes 
·Don't 'know. ., 
. 
... - ..... ,..... 
P_robably not : : 
-'t -· 
', Defi~te~y not -~--· . . 
What \iould ·you· be· w:il.ling io: do? ·.Piea~ ·ch~ck ~ne. ·7) 
' Anyth~ng a:s_k¢d of· me ·. ____ _ 
Pick up garbage 
Stu,ff e~velope's 
-Make·· telephone' calls 
! . ' ~ 
Not~irtg-at all 
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